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remarks that it was his view that it was a responsibility.

.Whether something derived by their own interpretation'o.r by

speci£ic statutory language. X can't say. but X interpret

,. v
34851 his remarks to underscore the view within DOE that they

34861 should have a signi£icant role in dissemination o£

34871 technology.

34881 X think that that--which. as X say is already carried in

34891 the Federal Ac~uisition Regs. statement o£ purpose. is the

3504/ even waiting six months is quite o£ten prohibitive in

3490

3491

j 3492
!

3493

3494

3495

3496

3497

3498

3499

3500

3501

3502

3503
;r

problem X have. X think that the £low £rom the

Government-university-industry relationship must be clear

and channeled through the university to its licensees. and

those licensees cannot be sUbjected to the uncertainties and

cross-currents that arise £rom knowing that the Government

may. through some other distribution channel. also be making

the technology available in some £ashion.particularly i£

the industrial licensee has invested signi£icant £unds to

develop it £urther. and then it looks like the Government

might piggy-back its contractors on all o£ that e££ort.

I1r. Preston may want to add to that.

I1r. PRES~ON. Yes. one o£ the comments X would like~ maJ

about the issue o£ requesting waivers and giving waivers. is

that the timing in licensing technology is so critical that

35051 getting an e££ective license deal.

3506 X will give you an example. ~wo months ago in the area
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35071 1:ha1: we have been discussing 1:oday, X was app:coached by a

::5081 couple of facul1:y membe:cs who had come up wi1:h an inven1:ion
~

~5091 :cela1:ed 1:0 supe:cconduc1:o:cs, a 1:echnique fo:c making 1:heJe"

:15101 b:ci1:1:le ce:camic in1:o duc1:ile wi:ces. We filed fo:c a pa1:en1:

15111 less 1:han a mon~h af1:e:c 1:hey came in1:oou:c office, and have

35121 now licensed i1: 1:0 a p:civa1:a sec1:o:c 1:h:cough a majo:c ven1:u:ca

35131 capi1:al fi:cm who has a c:cea1:ed a company 1:0 comme:ccialize

35141 1:his 1:echnology. Xn less 1:han 1:wo mon1:hs, we now have $1

35151 million wo:c1:h of p:civa1:e money invas1:ed in~o ~his

35161 technology. We have a company created, and we have a .

35171 license ag:ceemen1: consumma1:ed and a pa1:en1: filed.

35181 Xf X had 1:0 wai1: six mon1:hs o:c a yea:c to ge1: DOE waive:c in

35191 o:cde:c to move ahead wi1:h this, the ven1:u:ce communi1:y would

35201 p:cobablY be 1:ied up in o1:he:c deals and 1:his would slow down

35211 ge1:1:ing 1:he license done in 1:ha fi:cst place.

35221 Ano1:he:c comment X wanted 1:0 make f:coa the DOE pape:c 1:ha1:

35231 was submi1:tad was 1:hat the DOE axp:cessad conside:cable p:cide

3524

3525

3526

k I I 3527

I I 3528

3529

3530

3531

in 1:he fact that 1:he:ca have been 27 s1:a:c1:-up companies oval:

1:he las1: yea:c f:com DOE sponso:ced :cesea:cch, and 200 license

ag:ceemen1:s 1:0 majo:c companies 1:0 comme:ccialize DOE :cesea:cch.

MXT is pe:chaps a d:cop in the bucke1: 1:0 DOE 1:o1:al--we a:ce

less 1:h~1:e~Of thei:c budge1:--ou:c numbe:cs a:ce

compa:cahle~ We a:ce c:cea1:ing ahou1: 1:he same numbe:c of new

companies pe:c yee:c, and consumma1:ing abou1: 1:he same numhe:c

of license ag:ceemen1:s.
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TechnologyTransfer
Isn't Working
The campaign topass on thefruits ofthefederal
research labs to industrycould be a lost cause. .

-

by Fred V. Guter!
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ed State's flagging competitiveness in thousands of new patents filed every
technology, this state of affairs is a viv- year because they are loath to invest in
id symbol of the inadequacy of the gov- a technology their competitors can ob
ernment's program for transferring tain easily. It was a Japanese firm, for
R&D to industry. example, that developed solar cells for

The federal research labs.constitute calculators from a National Aeronau
a formidable chunk of the nation's pool tics and Space Administration patent.
of talent and equipment. The 700-plus Since 1980 the Reagan Administra
labs across the country spend more tion has been spearheading an ambi
than $18 billiona year and employ one- tious campaign to make the fruits of
sixth of the nation's research scientists the federal research labs available to
and engineers. private industry. One result is new leg-

By tradition, the labs disseminate islation that now allows companies to
technology to the public and issue ~ license exclusive patents owned by the
censes for their published patents to - labs and encourages cooperative R&D
anyone who wants them. But Ameri- programs for industry, government
can companies have used few of the and universities.

I n just i few years, a major new
chip-manufacturing teclmology
called X-ray lithography could well

become the key to survival in the
semiconductor industry. The question
is, who will be the first to develop it?

Japan's Ministry of International
Trade and Industry plans to spend
$700 millionon the problem this year.
Among other things, it is funding the
construction of four specialized syn
chrotrons for chipmakers to produce
the X rays essential for research into
the new technology.

In the U.S., the Department of En
ergy recently finished building the na
tion's first large-scale synchrotron at
its Brookhaven National Laboratory in
Upton, New York. But it is a general
purpose synchrotron used by about
ninety academic and corporate re
search groups for a variety of projects.
IBM Corp. is the only company using
the synchrotron for X-ray lithography,
and its researchers often have to wait
in line to use it. "The IBM people are
pretty unhappy with the schedule,"
says William Marcuse, director of
technology transfer at the lab. "They .
spend a lot of time twiddling their
thumbs."

The DOE plans to build two more
synchrotrons for its labs, but neither .
one will be tailored to X-ray lithogra
phy. And to a growing number of in.
dustry leaders, government officials
and scientists worried about the Unit-
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Siebert, DOE director of international
security, admits, "I would err on the
side of reviewing practically ellery
thing, even if it involves delays."

In fact, when Congress passed l~gis
lation in 1984 allowing universities and

nonprofit organizations that. operatn
DOE labs to license patents, the de
partment tried to nullify the law by
claiming that national security and nu-
clear nonproliferation took prece- :
dence. Its position led to an executive .
order by President Reagan last spring
restricting the DOE's discretion to ..-J
withhold patent licenses.

Regulations also .imit the amount of
money the DOE labs can spend on re
search for outside organizations to
20% of their budgets, with most of that
going to other government labs. And
no company can do research at a DOE
lab if comparable facilities can be ob
tained elsewhere. Emphasizing the
DOE's stand, Antoir:ette G. Joseph, di
rector of field operations management,
says, "People argue that there is this
technology sitting on the shelf and that
if you have a uniform technology trans
fer policy, the government can make it
all available in one fell swoop. Well, it
can't, The national defense mission is
more important than the technology
transfer mission." ..

The Defense Department has its
own bureaucratic problems, but it has
been more flexible in issuing licenses.
For years, the DOD has allowed the
companies it does business with to
commercialize at no cost the patented
technology they develop. These rela
tionships, however, have existed pri
marily within the close-knit community
of government contractors working on
classified projects. "Everything done
in the labs is documented and .rnade
available to people with the appropri
ate clearances," says Frank Sobieszc
zyk, chief of the DOD research pro
gram office. "The labs will call in de
fense contractors and give them a dog
and-pony show." Because of its fear of
leaks, the DOD is reluctant to enter
into cooperative R&D agreements
with other companies.

In addition to the problem of classi
fied R&D, identifying promising new
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ilLUSTRATION BY PETER SIS

the lion's share of the labs belongs to
those two departments. --

The DOE is particularly hostile t,
industry-directed research. It has re
fused to give its labs authority to li
cense patents to companies-a step
that industry considers crucial for
making the technology accessible. The
department's policy of reviewing ev
ery application for a patent license
case-by-case, industry complains, i:
too much trouble and takes too long
anywhere from six months to severaf
years-to pass through the labyrinth
of DOE bureaucracy.

This procedure discourages
companies from using the labs
as a resource. Lee M, Rivers,

who recently left the White House Of
fice of Science and Technology Policy
to represent the Federal Laboratory
Consortium in Washington, says he is
"up to my eyeballs" trying to get in
dustry to take the labs seriously. "If a
businessman has to take four months
to figure out what he needs to do and

. then has to go through six layers of bu
reaucracy in Washington, that's going
to be tough," he notes.

DOE officials insist they are pro
ceeding with caution only until they
learn more about technology transfer
and promise to streamline the waiver
process down to six months or so.
Critics say they are stalling. And Bryan

\J

These moves have been welcomed.
But no significant technological bene
fits have yet accrued to industry, and
the obstacles to implementing the
transfer of technology now look so nu
merous and deeply rooted that it
seems doubtful the government labs
will ever be able to help industry fulJill
its research needs. "The new laws are
no panacea for getting technology into
private industry," says William Burk
man, director of physics at AT&T Bell
Laboratories. "There are a lot of stum
bling blocks involving the kind of prior
ities the labs have set up."

The basic problem is that the whole
notion of working with private indus
try runs counter to the long-standing
mission of the federal labs to serve the
general public. For the better part of
four decades, they have pursued their
own agendas sheltered from the needs
of the marketplace. Federal research
ers have deepened the pool of scientif
ic knowledge and enhanced the na
tion's weapons arsenal. Any benefit
derived by industry has been a mere
afterthought.

The need to keep classified weap
ons research under wraps has imped
ed technology transfer in the DOE and
the Defense Department. That be
comes a formidable barrier consider
ing that defense will account for 72%
of government R&D spending next
year, up from 51% in 1980, and that
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Inside the lahs as well, there is

some movement afoot to open the
door. Eugene E. Stark, an engineer at
DOE's Los Alamos National labora
tory, is one of a new generation of gov
ernment researchers who now sees a
unique opportunity to get the labs into
the mainstream of technology.

In his spare time, Stark is chairman
of the Federal Laboratory Consortium
for Technology Transfer, an ad hoc
government and industry group that is
promoting technology sharing. "We
can't wait ten more years to break
down the institutional barriers to tech
nology transfer," Stark says. "We're
entering a period of restructuring in
science and technology institutions.
Whatever new relationships develop
as a result of international competition
will take place in the next three-to-five
years. If the labs move slowly, they
will become irrelevant."

"Jfthegovern-
ment labs move

slowly, they
will become
irrelevant. "

that is done at universities. which isn't
very practical" says University Pat
ents' Alpert.

The labs have limited resources to
devote to the kinds of coooperative
R&D programs that would help indus
try absorb basic research. And they
have had trouble attracting tID1Ulcial
sUPPQrl. from industry becausethey
[ack theauthoritytcissue patents ip
re1l!t:!!Jorfunds. eN' /'''5''' 1I'--'.J

Companies are also put off by the
government's inflexibility in negotiat
ing cooperative research agreements. Groundwork also has been laid
.The agreements are often writte.Q_lik~. . for several cooperative agree-
procurem~I1L~gQ~tra~t$, ~ith specific ments between industry and
deadlines scheduled year:s_\r1...'ld_v"",e. the labs. The Army's Electronics
Such tight schedules lead to misunder- Technology and Devices Laboratory in
standings when the research doesn't New Jersey is setting up a consortium
pan out the way it was originally with several electronics firms todevel
planned. "Federal people don't speak op flat-panel display screens. And the
the same language," says Monsanto's DOE's Argonne National Laboratory
Williams. "Things get complicated, and the University of Chicago are cur
and industry tends to just give up." rently negotiating with companies to

Amid this bleak picture, there are a do superconductor research.
few hopeful signs. Payoff from exclu' Meanwhile, the Defense Depart
~ patenting, for instance, is eVident ment is funding a study on building a
in Oak Riclg, 'I ennessee. where..uJoz~ synchrotron devoted exclusively to
enDrSO companies have sprung up to semiconductor research. And at the
(levelop products-heat-resistant die- DOE's conference on superconductiv
sel engines, high-strength cutting tools ity last July, President Reagan pro
and more-based on patent licenses posed a government-sponsored "Su
granted by the DOE lab there. perconductivity Initiative," which

'.:A kind of magic has set in," says would include, among other things, in
William W. Carpenter, vice president creased spending by the labs. 1n addi
for technology applications at Martin tion, DOD proposes spending $150
Marietta Energy Systems, which runs million over three years to apply su
the lab for the DOE and aggressively perconductivity research to military
pushed the patents through its licens- ships and weapons.
ing process, "In Oak Ridge, housesare How all the money is spent
selling, school enrolhnent is up for the whether industry gets to set at least
first time in twenty years, a new mis- part of the research agenda-may be
sile plant has gone up. A great deal of the first real test of the technology
that is due to our technology transfer transfer laws and the nation's resolve.
program." -with Ac'iNE HOLLYDAY

TECHNOlOGY

E"en if industry had free access
to the technology at the labs,
raw research requires consid

erable development before it is appli
cable to new products, and much more
input from the labs-information about
manufacturing processes, the exper
tise and judgment of the original re
searchers, and so forth-is needed by
a company planning to adopt a technol
ogy. "The basic research at DOE labs
is one level less practical than the stuff

technologies for industry to exploit is a
monumental task. Corporate R&D ex
ecutives have largely ignored what
goes on in the labs, viewing them as ir
relevant and inaccessible. Reluctant to
deal with the bureaucracy, they are un
aware of helpful research buried with
in multimillion-dollar programs.

At the same time, most federal labs
lack the staff necessary to sift through
the enormous number of projects, fer
ret out the good ideas and target them
for specific industries or companies.
"There's a lot of research going on at
the labs," says President A. Sidney Al
pen of University Patents Inc., which
sells university-owned patents to in
dustry. "If they put enough manpower
on it. there could be some good inven
tions. But you won't find them the way
the labs are going about it."
/-it does not help thatlab researchers

(

must depend on their technology
transfer specialists to explain their in
novations to corporate R&D people.
These specialists are in short supply-

I only one DOD lab has one, for in-
I stance-and thev are a harried lot with
I responsibility for hundreds of different
I\... projects.

As intermediaries, they also are one
more roadblock for industry. Hillard
Williams, vice president for technolo
g" at Monsanto Corp., says that gov
ernment tech transfer people lack ex
perience in getting technology out to
industry. John D. Hale, vice president
for research at Kerr-McGee Corp.,
comments: "We have enough trouble
transferring technology out of our own
lab. How are we going to keep up with
the technology coming from the feder
al labs?"

.tS Bt'SI"ESS MO!\TH
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SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY POLICY

STATE-DWNED PATENTS SPREADING ABROAD
'-

Tokyo KOGYO GIJUTSU in Ja~anese Mar 86 pp 44-48

_[Article by Mitsuo Suzuki. director of the Japan Industrial Technology
Association]

[Text] Why International Technology Cooperation Is Now Important

With a turnabout from the first oil crisiS. the focus of world technology
development trend has been shifting toward lightness. thinness. shortness.
and smallness [micro] from heaViest. thickest. longest. and biggest [macro].
Countries in the world are fiercely competing for the development of high
technologies. amid the great surge of new technologies from the 1970's
toward a peak in the early 200!}'s , '

Emerging as advanced technolog~es are the technology for utilizing limited
sources of energy on earth. electronics technology for fostering an informa
tion society. new materials technology for bringing about metamorphic progress
in industries. and biotechnology with diverse potential.

The collapsing condition of the Japanese economy after World War II has
achieved a marvelous recovery through the support of technical assistance
from abroad and the concerted efforts of the people. As a result. Japan has
now established a high technology level worldwide.

;.

While Japan has currently achieved economic growth through active industrial
activities based on high technologies. other countries have increasingly
been seeking Japan's technical cooperation. Public opinion is taking root in
that Japan should further promote contributions intellectual to ,the interna
tional society through technologies.

As regards technologies under' such international circumstances. the recent
activities concerning technology transfer and popularization of the Japan
Industrial Technology Asso~tion (Inc.) (JITA) engaged in activities of
spreading state-owned patents of the Agency of Industri~ Scien~e and Tech
nology (AIST) at home and abroad will be outlined (see Figure 1)

35
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Transfer of stat:e-owned patents
c

I AyTl
Exclusive rights

of execution

'(Possessor of industrial
ownership rights and expertise)

(Holds exclusive rights to
ant all industrial ownership

ights and expertise owned by
ST)

ch, f)"k JITA
-,

Secrecy contracts Inquiries. royalty nego-
Option contracts tiations. etc•• on option
License contracts and license contracts

/,..._ .....................',I .Jananeae and overseas enter-orises I

ve

..
Figure 1. Technical Transfer System of AIST's State-Dwned Patents

Activities of High Technology Interchange" Missions

JITA has been sending missions to the various European and American countries
annually since 1983 to introduce AIST's state-owned technologies in support of
AIST and other quarters concerned. The dispatch of the missions is part of
the technology interchange l>etween Japan and the various European and American
countries. and is also in response to criticism that Japan is not providing
technology exports in comparision nth the enthusiasm for' exports of manufac
tured product;s. Among AIST's state-owned patents. 20 to 30 themes. which have
been" applied for industrial use by Japanese companies or those prospective
technologies are selected annually for overseas supply upon approval for tech
nical cooperation by the companies involved.

Missions comprising top technicians or leaders concerned in charge of
technical development at such companies visited governmental organizations or
research institutes of major enterprises in the various European and American
countries to ascertain the needs of such countries (possibilities such as
technology transfer and joint,development). From this side. technical pre
sentation was provided and at the same time relative discussions pursued.

Institutions visited by year follow:
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, 1983 Sweden,

West Germany

(state) STU (Swedish Technology Development Agency)
(private) ASEA Co., Volvo Co.

(private) Dynamite Nobel Co., Siemens Co.

.

1984

France

"

United States

Canada

(state) CESTA (Advanced Technology System Development
Center) , '
(private) Toulouse City Chamber of Commerce and
Industry

(state) Raleigh, North Carolina--Research Triangle
Park {research consortium)
(private) SWRI, IITRI, SRI' (all nonprofit think tanks)

(provincial) Montreal Urban Community (research
consortium)

1985 Sweden (private)
(private)

IDEON (research consortium)
SKAPA (creative technology exhibit)

Ireland

Britain

France

West Germany

(state) IDA (Irish National Research and Development
Agency)

(state) BTG (British Technology Group, formerly NRDC)
(private) Berkeley Tech Mart '85

(state) CESTA
,(private) Rhone'Poulenc Co.

(private) Bayer Co.

Fortunately, the dispatch of the missions over the past 3 years has resulted
in steadily spreading state-owned technologies abroad due partly to the active
cooperation of domestic licensee companies and various foreign governmental
organizations and overseas companies. Among the themes presented, some con
crete results are beginning to emerge, such as supplying information and
samples, to include possibilities for future technology transfer and joint
development, and the conclusion of secrecy contracts.

/

Table 1 shows typical technologies presented by the past three missions. A
few examples among overseas responses to the missions were the request from
Martin Marietta, a major U.S. enterprise, for a supply of ,several tens of
kilograms of high-performance electromagnetic wave shield materials on a
sample basis. Kuraray Co. and two other companies are now conducting experi
ments for practical application of the materials under the guidance of AIST's
Industrial Products Research Institute. General Motors Corp. (GM), a major
U.S. automaker, Alcan Canada Co. of Canada, Hinkley and ICI of Great Britain,
and many other companies have shown interest ''in revolutionary fine ceramics
processing technologies, and negotiations for a contract are now underway with
a certain company. The ceramic technologies involved are the ceramics-metal
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bonding and ceramics-eeramics bonding where research for practical applica
tions is being conducted, by Sumitomo Cement Co. and Daihen Corp., respectively ~

under the guidance of AIST's Osaka Industrial Research Institute. Negotia- 
tions are also underway with (Reuter) Gas Werke Co., a major West German
pitch processing company, concerning technology to manufacture high-performance
carbon fiber now being developed for practical application by more than 10
companies, including Nippon Carbon Co. Regarding lubricating agents for
forging and die-casting, Hanano Shoji (Inc.) has completed development of
manufacturing technology, and is now being made practical with a large amount
of samples being supplied abroad for testing, while Great Britain's (Fuoseco)
is seeking technology transfer.

-,
In addition not only enterprises, but also Britain's BTG (R&D agency) and
France's CESTA (advanced 'technology center) are requesting long-term, delib
erative cooperative relation'ships with JITA missions, and are showing an
active stance toward future technology interchange with Japan.

Progress in R&D of those technologies have been conducted by research institu
tions under AIST's .umbrella with the cooperation of private-sector companies:
Behind-the-scene movements concerning technology transfer through various
channels have also been observed, and attention focuses on future developments.

Technological Transfer Based on Trusting Relationship

'~e more information is assimilated, the,more its essence is improved," is a
wise statement about data bases by Tokyo University Professor Hiroshi Inose,
last year's Cultural Merit awardee. In technology transfer, too, a certain
preparatory period is initially required for the exchange of technologies and
related information and establishment of a relationship of mutual trust
between the provider and the receiver of technologies. The first problem in
negotiating transfer of state-owned technologies abroad 'is that it takes con
siderable time to establish such relations of trust. Perseverance is required
as in an extreme case where the party completely lacking information mutually
about the other party begins from scratch. In addition, based on relations
of trust, the supplier and receiver of technologies must seek terms on con
ditions which will mutually benefit both sides from a long-term point of view.
Under such circumstances, recent trends for the future technologies or in
exploring new areas such as cross-licensing and other forms are increasing.

Next is the establishment of relations of trust regarding protection of patents.
The state-owned technologies to be definitely transferred abroad at present
are basically on condition that the technologies involved are patented in the \'~
recipient countries. Accordingly, it is important that such technologies are ~
fully protected under the recipient countries' patent system and in the opera-
tion thereof.

In the various countries visited by JITA's advanced technology exchange missions
in the past 3 years, hardly a problem occurred due to the high reliability of
the patent protection measures. However, of late, Japan has been strongly
urged to expand technology transfer to the newly industrialized countries
(NICS) and developing nations. The problem of patent protection in those
countries will therefore be an issue to be resolved in the future.
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Case I
I AIST. National Research Inst:itute Licensing of basic patents I

--

I
I Basic patents

I Foreign companies I

Practical application o~

patents jointly with . Case II
national research Technological transfer I

institutes o Cross license

/ ret/I -c/'i,j~ o Joint R&D
o Joint ventures

I Engineerinll knowhow o Granting licenses

Case III -

----i New products Purchasing of new products
for purposes of development
of other technologies

New processes Disclosure of new manufac-
turing and processing methods
for hillh-technolollv products

Figure 2. Technology Transfer of State-0wned Patents
Abroad

Four Cases of Technological Transfer and Procedures for Transfer

Transfer of state-owned patents has various backgrounds depending on the tech
nologies involved, which is not easy to generalize into one format. However,
it can be classified roughly into four cases as shown in Figure 2.

Case I is the licensing of basic patents owned by the Agency of Industrial
Science and Technology and of patents jointly owned by the national research
institutes and private companies. Case II involves providiOg all the infor
mation necessary for commercialization ranging from basic patents owned by the
AIST to related patents, ~aDufacturing know-how and product specifications;
e tc , , possessed by the implementing companies in other words, the complete
transfer of technologies. Dep~nding on circumstances for the suppliers and
the receivers of technologies, Case II can be subdivided lllto four types,
i.e., cross-licensing mutually between companies, joint development by both
companies for furtherance of technologies involved, establishment of joint
ventures between companies based on mutual agreement and conditions for local
production and sales, and the unilateral supply of all the technologies to the
other country's enterprise in exchange for payment of certain remunerations.
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In Case III foreign companies purchase products of technologies involved from
the contract-implementing firms of Japan and use such items as a basis to
develop new processes or" new products. In Case IV foreign companies produce ,
and process products on a contractual production basis, using high technolo-
gies developed from basic patents owned by the AIST. For example, one plan
now under negotiation is the contractual production of special parts by a
foreign enterprise using the "ceramics-metal bonding technology."

Table 2. Procedures for Technology Transfer

First stage
Secrecy agreement

Second stage
Option agreement

Third stage
License agreement

Providing secret information and samples necessary
for assessment of technologies involved

Technical information including know-how, ezc ,.;
data regarding economical phase. and samples or
marketable products necessary for feasibility study

All information necessary for practical application
of technologies

Procedures for granting licensing of state-owned patents abroad are basically
identical to those in Japan. The first stage, as shown in Table 2, is to cope
with clients when they seek more detailed information and samples to be fur
nished so as to determine the industrial value concerning the nature of the
technologies. In such case, if necessary, a secrecy agreement is concluded
before providing them.

The second stage is for coping with cases where further concrete information
beyond the first stage is sought by the clients such as information about"
economical feasibility, information concerning marketing and technical"
information to determine the industrial applicability of the technologies,
as well as providing samples on a commercial basis, etc. Usually in this
stage, information is furnished under an option agreement on the assumption
that technologies involved will be applied for industrial purposes.

_~ The third stage is the execution of technology transfer under a license
.~ agreement in which the contract discloses ~J ~chnical information necessary

for the application of technologies and the na ure of tne patents. "

For the Future

Japan is a small country in terms of natural resources, energy, and food, but
is substantially rich in intellectual resources. Using these resources, the
country has accumulated industrial property and other technology assets since
the end of the last war, ~king itself one of the leading technology-oriented
countries in the world. Such intellectual assets will_ continue to serve as a
bargaining power for Japan.
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However, today's accumulation of technology assets has resulted from the intro
duction of technologies from advanced countries in Europe and America, and
efforts for creative technology development. Moreover, in the background of
facilitating Japan's introduction of technologies from European and American
countries is the sense of trust when Japan was furnished technologies, being
accustomed to assessing. fair value of new, superior technologies which fur
thered the understanding of patent protection.

Meanwhile, Japan has been strongly criticized by various countries in Europe
and America for its huge trade surplus stemming from expanding exports of
manufactured products. Of course, free world prosperity lies in orderly
exports and imports under the free trading system. However, Japan's export
of its abundant intellectual resources, resulting in a surplus in the tech
nology trade balance, would not create- trade friction, but would rather con
tribute to the development and revitalization of the world economy. The con
ditions to smoothly transfer technologies overseas are as stated above. The
three issues of relations of trust, mutual benefit, and patent protection have
been proposed. However, these problems in the case of NIC's and developing
nations are such that environments are yet to be sufficiently regulated. It
is extremely important that Japan mutually cooperate in resolving these prob-
lems for future international cooperation. .

.
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over three-ouanen 0: the reievision sets,
half the motor cars <in': a quarter 0: the
steel used around the world. Yet. a mere
two decades iater , Janan hac taken
America's place as the dominant supplier
of such products.

The aconv Ior Arnencan, ooes not end
there. Overtne past 2:- years they have
seen:
• Their share of world trade fall from
21% in 196ulO ]~~() in 1':185.
• .The American trade balance 20 from a
surplus of S5 billion In 196U to a-deficit of
S15(1 billion last year.
• More worrvinzlv still. the' countrv's
trade balance in manufactured goods slip
from a healthy surplus of SlI billion as
recently as 1.981 to a deficit of $32 billion
last year-approaching 1% of America's
total output.
• The volume of its manufacturing ex
pons rumble 32% over the past five
years-s-with every SI billion of exports
lost costing an estimated 25.0eXYAmeri
can jobs.

Angry and confused, businessmen, in
the United States have had to stand by
and watch as "smokestack" industry all
around them has been snuffed out. Then
came the unthinkable: if the Japanese
could thrash them in mainstream manu- .
facturing. would they give them a mauling
in high technology. roo?

By the beginning of the 19805, it began
to look as if thev would. It became clear
that the MinislTv of International Trade
and Industry (MtTI) in Tokyo had "target
ed" not just semiconductors and com put
eTS but all of America's high technology
industries-from aerospace to synthetic
materials-c-for a blitzkrieg attack.

Six years on, Japan has scored some

aseo
., I.
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Real GOP per worker relative to
theUS

Staying ahead...

1960 65

'00

major trading partners.
In the 1960>. American companies held

all the technological high cards and domi
nated the world's markets for rnanufac
tured goods. The United State, supplied
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After steel, motor cars, consumer electronics and cheap micro
chips, Japan has be.gun to challenge American pre-eminence in
the one industrial area the United States has long cherished as
its own: high technology. The two are girding up for a trade war in
high-tech that threatens to be bloodier than anything yet.
Nicholas Valery reports on the strengths and weaknesses of the
two technological superpowers '

Crash of the titans

The recent movie "Gunz HO··llets a lot of
laughs out of the man~' misu-nderstand
ings that ensue when a Japanese car firm
moves into a sad little town in Pennsvl
vania. Stereotypes abound: dedicated
Japanese managers putting in double
shifts. lazy American loudmouths slowing
down the assernblv line-s-with the locals
winnina 'a basebailrnarch between the
two 'sides onlv throuah brute force and
intimidation, ~ ..-

All good clean fun. In real life. howev-
er. American workers--despite the popu-
lar myth-remain the most 'productive in
the world (see the feature on the next
page). In t,erms of real gross domestic I
product (ODP) generated per employed ",
person, the United States outstrips all I
major, industrial countries. Japan includ- I
ed (chart I). The problem fOT American' I
is that the Test of the world has been
catching up. In the decade from the first i
oil shock to 1Y83. increases in annual
productivity in the United States had
been roughly a seventh of those of its
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Power to the elbow
Americans work everv bit 25 hare 'as
rune onena jot harder thanT'The Jana
nese-c-anc cenerare oroooruonatelv
more weanb l~-: tne erocess. in::: averaee
Output o! American WOTKer~ last year
was S36.800. The Japanese equivalent
was $::.50(1 Ia: an 'averaee i 985 ex
chance rate of Y:::2CJ to the doHar).

Bu-t labour nroductivirv rsonlv half the
srorv . Tne amount of ,:;a~l:i>.l aooueo TO a
"won.er ~ -:.1";\0\,1,' is crucai , toe .-Tne tradi
nonai deftruuon 0: o-ccucriv.rv IOUIout
per hour of ali workers) makes ;t difficult
ro measure these inputs separately.
True. the riefirunon reflects ali rne fac
-tors that contribute to rising output
from .advances in, technoiozv. better
utilisation 0:canacin . improvements in
the wav eroducuon !5 c.':-r.-:ar:i::.-ec and
shamer- maneaemem. to ha:-oer efforts
bv the workers themselves as well as the
impact of chanaes Jn the amount of
capital employed.

In 1983. the American Bureau of La
bour Statistics introduced a vardstick
called multifacrcr productivity. This
show!' the chances in the amount of
capital as well.asIabour used in produc-

[ion. Reworkina it!' data for 19.50-8:'. the
bureau found tha: multifactor productiv
irv In the United States increased at an
averacerannual rate of L. ;~t, for the
penod. As. output per hour over the
same period increased hv an annual
2.5~o_ capital productivity mched up b)'
oniv a modest O.8~" a vear.

Overall. America's multifactor 'oro
ducuvrrv has shown two distinct trends
over tni cas; 2: Years. Lr-rlll the first oil
'shock oi 197';'. tne coumrvexoenenced
an annual ~C}t, muiti{acwr· erowtn: then
an annual averaee of onl\7 0.1 % from
19:-3 ro lYb:i. Tne- POST-OPEC slowdown
seems to have resulted from hiah interest
rates keeping the brakes on capital
spending. while more people were hav
inf to w ork longer hours to hang on to
their jobs, - .

How did the Japanese fare? The' driv
ing iorce behind the Japanese economy
over the past 25 years has been the high
growth in capital input. Mr Dale Jorgen
son and his colleaeues at Harvard Uni
versitv reckon it ha~ been roughly double
that in the United States. G~oV:'th rates
in labour productivity have been much

the same fer the two countries. AU raid.
the growth mJaparie.se producnvny out
stnooeo that it. the L'nned States until
197't..·. when productivity growth began to
slow dramaticall, in Japan. Thereafter,
with Vietnam ~ehmd· it and two oil
shocks ahead. me American economy
flexed its muscles and copec more effec
tively. Then the competitive advantage
started to move hack in America's
favour.

The interesting thing is what has hap
pened since the last recession. Multifac-.
tor D,('ICUC,:,\'Jt\ in the United States has
beer: running a·t an average of 5% a year.
while the growth in labour productivity is
nov.. averacins nearly 4,~c. a year. That
means thai productivity of capital em
ployed is now growing at well over 6% a
Year.
. Could, this-be the first sizns of the
prcductiviry pay-off from the ¥S80 billion
that Detroit spent on new plant and
equipment over the past half dozen
years: the combined" (additional) $180
billion invested by the airlines since
deregulation. telecommunications firms
since- the AT&T consent decree and the
Pentagon since 'President Reagan's de
fence build-up began in 1980? It looks
remarkably like it.

1
I

I

"

(chan 2 on next page). Only in three
high-tech industries-communications
and electronics, office automation, and
ordnance-s-have American companies in
creased their market share.

nological superpowers. For if the past
decade has seen some of the ugliest
recrimination between Washinzton and
Tokyo over trade issues generally, imag
ine what the comin-g decade must have in
store. Henceforth, industrial competition
between America and Japan is going to
range fiercely along the high-tech fron-

, tier-where both countries take a special
pride in their industrial skills and cherish
sacred beliefs about their innate
abilities. ....

The question that ultimately has to be
answered is whether America is going to
allow the Japanese to carry on nibbling
away at its industrial base without let,
hindrance or concession? Or are the
Americans (as some bystanders have be
gun to suspect) "about to take the Japa-
nese apart"? .

With the gloves now off, which of the
two technological heavyweights should
one put some money on? In the blue
corner, Yankee, ingenuity? In the red,
Japanese_ production savvy?

nik , Vietnam are recent examples. What
follows then is usually a brief and heart
searching debate along .with a detailed
analysis of the problem. then an awesome
display of industrial muscle coupled with
unexpected consensus between old adver
saries-most notably between Congress,
business and labour,

With its ceaseless shipments of cam
eras, cars, television sets, video record
ers, photocopiers, computers and micro
chips, Japan unwillingly supplied the
latest kickup the broad American but
tocks'. After witnessing Japanese export
ers almost single-handedly reduce Pitts
burgh's steel industry to a smouldering
heap, drive Detroit into a ditch, butcher
some of the weaker commodity microchip
makers of Silicon Valley, and threaten
America's remaining bastions of techno
lcgicaf clout-c-aircraft and computers
then.tand finally then, American lethargy
ceased.' . " .. ...• . '.

This survey tries to assess the strengths
and weaknesses of the world's two tech-

Copycat turns leader?
Is Japan still a technological free-loader-or has it become a pacesetter in
high-tech? ',' .

America may still have the largest share
of high technology exports, but Japan is
catching up fast. It skipped smartly past
West Germany to become the second
largest supplier of high-tech goods in 1980

notable hits. A group of American econo
mists and enzineers met for three days at
Stanford Universit\'. California, last ~vear
to assess the damage". They concl~ded
that Japanese manufacturers were al
readv ahead in consumer electronics. ad
vanced materials and robotics. and were
emerging as America's fiercest competi
tors in such lucrative areas as computers,
telecommunications. home' and office
automation. biotechnology and medical
instruments. "In other areas in which
Americans still hold the lead. such as
semiconductors and optoelectronics,
American companies are hearing the
footsteps of the Japanese". commented
the Stanford economist Mr Daniel
Okimoto.

How loud will those footsteps become?
American industry may have been deaf in
the past, but it certainly isn't any more.
And never forget that Americans are a
proud and energetic people. More to the
point. they are prone to periodic bouts of
honest self- reflection-as if, throughout
their two "centuries ofnationhood, they
have been impelled forward by a "kick up
the backside" theory of history.

Once every couple of decades, Ameri
ca has received a shan and painful blow
to its self-esteem~'Pearl Harbour, Sput-

"Symposium on Economics and Technology
held at Stanford University.March 17-191985.
Nowpublished as- "The PositiveSum Strategy:
H..messing Technology for Economic
Growth" by National Academy Press, ~Vash

ington. DC.

t
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Japan moves on

C '" 5:

eigners had grabhed three-quarters of the
world's current $300 billion in high-tech
trade. In the process, Japan has gone
from being a small-time tinkerer in the
]960s to becoming (as in everything else)
the Avis of high technology to America's
Hertz.

Even so, trade in high-technology
goods remains a cfuciai breadwinner for
the United States. Since the mid-I96Os,
high-tech's share of American manufac
tured li'0ds sold around the world has
gone from a Httle over a quarter to close
to a halt. . -. , .... " c .

Office automation is now America's
most competitive high-tech industry as
well as its biggest revenue-earner abroad.
Selling its trading partners computers,
copiers and word processors brought in

sectors, .Today, high technology. Tomor
row, services... "Which is the 'rear
JapanT'asks Mr Okimoto:

Is it a technoloaical imitator and industrial
over-achiever? Or is Japan an astute learner
and unbeatable colossus? Will Japan dis·'
lodge the .United States from its current
position of dominance in high technology as
convincingly as it did in the smokestack
sectors? Or has it reached the limits of its
phenomenal postwar growth?

Japan is all these things and more. And to
understand what the future holds, and
whether America is up against a David or
a Goliath, means looking .closely at the
frontiers of modern electronics.. For the
country that commands the three most
crucial technologies of all-c-semiconduc
tors, computing- and communications-c
will most assuredlv command the mighti
est industrial bandwagon of the twe-nty
first century,

~"'DlS".-&a....

•% I "ransisr~ radiOS F-or~eSlltr . ~..

1C;" • "Stereo setS . .c..o/OUt TVs'I' MIcrowave • Black &.white .:.~
, ~ ovens T\ts _
! ~,.. '.- ....
, '5 2 ::> :- V••~.rd.y'. . _ .•
"~ ~'hillh-teCh- iii V",,,odiscI .
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: i 30 . computers 116-b/1) ".
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T,)t; yC":- f.-cncia! markets. for instance I~

forcing japanese .cornpames to reduce
their levels of debt (see accomoanvinc
feature on next page). Tors. in ·tur~. IS.
ma~:lP.f rnern more-adventurous. whiie a:
the same time heminc Iermen: a number
of venture-caona: funds,

Japan's "invisible" baiance of techno
logical trade (ilS receipts compared with
payments for patent royalties. licences.
.etc) which had a ratio of 1:4: a couote of
de':i.!.de~2..g:~' carne within a whis.ker of
·()e1!1f. in r-alance last year. That said.
Jaoan 'stili oovs us bi£n~tech aoods and
kn'owhow predominantly in the~ West and
sells them mainly to the developing
world.

In certain industries. however. J apa
nese manufacturers have alreadv started
bumping their heads.against the ceiling of
current knowhow. There are no more
high-tech secrets 'to be garnered from
ab-roadin fibre optics for telecommunica
tions, gallium arsenide memory chips for
superfast computers, numerically-con
trolled machine tools and robots. and
computer disk-drives. printers and mag
netic storage media. In all these, Japan
now leads the world. Today, Japanese
language word processors represent the
cutting edge of high-tech in Japan-tak
ina over the technolozical (but hardlv
export-leading) role that colour'television
played earlier (chart S}. .

Although it .is no longer quite the
technological free-loader it was in the
past. is Japan's new reputation as a pace
setter in high-tech justified? A new image
has certainly emerged over the' past few
years of Japan as an invincible Goliath.
capable of vanquishing any rival, what
ever the field. Yesterday. the smokestack

High technology is an American inven
tion. Despite the near meltdown at Three
Mile Island, broken helicopters in the
Iranian desert and recent disasters on the
launch pad. Americans remain the su
preme practitioners of this demanding
and arcane art. And while the United
States' has racked up large deficits on its
international trading .account. it has en
joyed growing surpluses in· its worldwide
sales of high-tech goods. Or, rather, it did
so until recently. Once again. blame the
Japanese. '

Five years ago. America sold the world
$23.6 billion more technological widgets
than it bought. That handy surplus .had
dwindled, says America's Department of
Commerce. to a token $5 billion by 1984
(chan 7 on later page). Meanwhile, for-

Just as Japan has begun to muscle into high-tech, America has raised the
technological stakes. The name of the game now is ultra-tech

Made in the USA

715 78 80 8272 74
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The Japanese know they del riot have a
chance in fields that are either defence-

-related (for example. weapons. aircraft,
satellites and avionics) or 100 dependent
on imported energy or raw materials (like
petrochemicals). But they see everything
else as up for grabs. Even in lasers,
software and computer-integrated engi
neering-where American pre-eminence
was long thought unassailable-the Japa
nese have begun to make inroads.

\\'110 would have thought it possible a
decade azo? Of the 500 breakthroughs in
technoJoe\ considered semina; durinc the
two dt:c3cfes between 1953 and 1973.~onl\'
5~'o (some 34 inventions) were made in
Japan compared with 63%' (315 inven
tions) in the United States. Despite its
large, well-educated population, Japan
has.won only four Nobel prizes in science:
American researchers have won 158. It is
not hard to see why Japan has been
considered more an imitator than
innovator.

Stanford Universltv's Mr Daniel Oki
moto lists half adozeo reasons for Japan's
lack of technological originality in the
'past:
• As an industrial latecomer, it has al
ways been trying to catch up.
• The Japanese tendency towards group
conformity has made it difficult to win a
hearing at home for radical ideas.
• Research in Japanese universities is
bureaucratic. starved of cash and domi
nated by old men,
• The venture-capital market is almost
non-existent.
• Lifetime employment. along with a
rigid senioritv svstem. stifles innovation
in~ide industrY. ~
• And the ~traditional heavy gearing
(high debt-to-equity ratio) of much of
Japanese industry has made firms think
twice about taking risks.

All these things-and more-have
been true to sortie extent in the past; but
all ere abo changing. The deregulation of

I
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Another thing Japanese manufactur
ers resent about some of these allegedly
cheap industrial loans are the strings and
hidden COStS involved. The most punish
ing are the so-called "compensating bal
ances" which a borrower has to deposit
(at a considerably lower interest rate)
with 'the bank offering the industrial
loan. And so he has to borrow more
rrionev-c-at higher cost and with greater
restrictions-than he actuallv needs.

Yet another thing that muddies the
water is the way debt in Japanese bal
ance sheets is grossly overstated by west
ern standards. For one thing. the com
pensating. balances. though they are
actually deposits. are recorded as' bor
rowings. Then there is the habit japa
nese companies have of doing much of
their business on credit. especially with
suppliers and subsidiaries. This makes
their aCCClUl)lS payable and receivable
look huae-c-in fact. twice as larue as in
America. ~

Other factors inflating debt among at
least the bigger Japanese companies are
things.like non-taxable. reserves for !-pe·
cia! contingencies and (if they pay them]
pensions. The last time figures were
collected in Japan (in 1981). employees
in large corporations with established
retirement plans were divvying up 15
20% of their companies' capital through
their pension contributions. All of which
showed up in their corporate accounts as
debt,

All that said. Japanese companies are
on balance more highly aeared fhan
American corporations:" and. overall.
the cost of financing industrv has been
lower in Japan than in the United States.
But at most onlv 2U u

,':' lower. and nothing
like the 50~o lower claimed bv lobb\'ists
in America. ..
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nese interest rates are destined to be- ".~.

come mate voiau!e , Sc- who wants to be
hizhlv aearec when interest rates are
rising •or l.worse)be\.:oming, less ., .
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One thinz Americans have'Tearned is 1960s were substantially higher than in-
that havinE the wend's most productive vestments ir- fman.:ia: instruments. while
labour force does not cuaramee mdustri- thincs were bneflv the other W3\· round
.al competitiveness. A-t least three othc:!,~.~uriilgthe early f~H';0:-. i chart 6) " On the
things are needed. The first is 10 keep a '-':~lace of it. capital for buying equipment e
lid on wanes. The second concerns ex- or buiidinc factories seems twice as ex-
change rates. The, third in\'olvesthe ': pensive in"Arnerica as in Japan. -

...... return:on capita! employed. All three c. h. ""'oday's most cited account comes :
have been seer. lately as spanners in the frorr; \1; George Hatsonouios of Thermo
American works. Eiecrror; Cornoranor; 1[, Massachusetts.

Take waees. Durinc the ren oears COIT1D<.:.rinc- the cost 0: tnon-fiaancial )
before 1973. real wages for "American capital in the tWO countries berween rvet
workers had, increased steadiiv at an and 19R3. Mr Hatsoroulos found real
'average rate of :.6% a j ear . But ever pre-tax rates ranged .between 60.0 and
.since the first oil shock. real wages in the ~.1O% for Japanese firms and anything
United States have stagnated. So Ameri-' from 13~~, to :OO'U for their American
can labour is becoming more competi-. counterparts.
tive , yes? The conv entiunal explanation for this

Unfortunately no. 'When fringe bene- ...difference is that Japanese firms are
fits are included. hourly compensation -vmcre highly geared (leveraged) and thus'
for blue-collar workers in the United. benefit because debt generally costs less
States has continued to rise. American than equity-interest "payments being

. labour has sensibly been taking raises , deducted from pre-tax profits. while div
less in cash than' kind'. Total compensa-' idends come out of taxed earnings,
tion for American industrial workers-a Then there l~ Japan's two-tier interest
modest $6.30 an hour in 1975-had rate structure. which is carefully rezulat-

.climbed to $9.80 an hour by 1980 and to ed to favour business debt at the expense
$1:.40 by 1983. of consumer credit. Throw in a banking:

Compared with Japan. hourly labour system that is bursting at the seams with
costs in America went from being on yen being squirrelled away by house,
average a little over $3 more expensive wives worried about school fees. rainy
in 1975 to becoming nearly So more so by day!' enc the ever-present threat of their
1983 (chan 4). So much for narrowing husband's early (and ohen unpensioned)
the $1.900 gap between making CI motor retirement. All of which. say American
car in Nagoya compared with Detroit. trade officials. adds up to a financial

Ah. yes. but hasn't the dollar tumbled advantage that makes it tough for Amer-
dramatically? It has indeed-c-from a 1985 ican firms to compere.
high of over Y260 to the dollar to a low What is srudiouslv ignored in the fi-
this year of Y150 or so. In trade-weight- nancial folklore about "Japan Inc is the
ed terms. that represents a drop for the fact that. over the past decade, Japanese
dollar of 28% in 15 months. Meanwhile. manufacturers have been eenmz out of
the trade-weighted value of the yen has debt as fast as decently possible t~ee the
appreciated by over 40%. survey on corporate finance in The

What about differences between Economist. June 71986). The most com-
America and Japan in terms of return on pelling reason right now is because To-
capital? Here things are actually better kyo's financial markets ha ve joined the
than most American businessmen imag- fashionable trend towards liberalisation.
ine. True. real rates of return eamed bv With old controls over the movement of
American manufacturing assets in the capital going out of the window. Japa-
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High tllchnology
__ Manufacturing

-- Toto'

...·~.-L

US trade balances

In retreat

1965

."';'.'

Sou,u us I:""-"ol'l..-.enl 01ComrnerCll

WHOID the erghrh-ranking proup. profes
sionar msttuments.
. Fourth. ano perhaps most damning.
the Commerce Denartments definition
is based or.' SU1nChi.TC incustrral Classifi
cation (SIC/ codes-c-manv 0: which have
been renuered irrelevant by technclogi
cal changes that have occurred since the
SICcodes were last overhauled in 1972.

I po! ----~;,'. \....1 +
~~"\ 0

.../4~>'''''·":''· !i
. underlying technologies that have come
to drive the computing. office automation
and communications industries. All three
provide the tools for had!~ling informa
tion; and information-c-itscollaticn, stor-

. age, processing, transmission and use
elsewhere-will. quite lite~~lly-.be the oil
of the twenty-first century ~see the survey
'on information technologylin The Econo-
mist. July 12 1986). Ii .

All that noisy jostling going on right
now between the ISMS. Xeroxs and AT&TS
of the corporate world jis merely the
Ii \1

EXAMDLES Of' PRODUCTS
nooce: engines: satelines anc par:s
'reieorone anetetecraon .aooa-atus. radio and TV'
recetvrnc and oroaocas: ecuromern.teiecoms
eQUloment. sonar and cthe- instruments. semi
corcuctcrs. tape recorders
Commercial arrcratt. fighters. bombers'f'! helicopters,
atrcratt enpmes. parts i

Computers. riput-o'nout oevtces. stc:~geoevjces,
oesk cajcurarcrs.nuoucaung maenmesl'parts

.Non-military arms. hunting and sporting' -: •
ammunition, blasting and percuSSlonc~ps

Vitamins, antibiotics. hormones, vaccines
Nitrogen. sodium hydr0)Cide. rare 9,asesi

,

Inorcanlc Dlgments. radioactive iso.tope;s and
ccrnpounns. ecece: nuclear materials i;
Industrial process controls. optical instruments
and ienses. nav.gationallnsIruments. rry',edical
instruments. ohotographic equipment :::" .
Geneiator sets. diesel engines, non-automouve
petroJengines. gas turbines, water turbmea
Various chemicals derived from conde~~atiori;
pofvcondensanon. polyadditlon, polymeriaation and
copolyrnensaficn..syntnetic resins and f,(bres

others' experts-
Value % of total
$6.5bn 14.5 .

$53.Bbn 29.4
$15.4bn B.4
$27.0bn 14.7
$26.500 14.5
$10.9bn 6.0 .' _ ..
$10.700 5.9' -','
$10.7bn 5.9

SO.5bn 0.3
SO.7bn 0.4

.....', ..

Table 1: Product range

9 Engines. turbines and parts

..
3 Aircraft and parts

4 Office automation

6 Drugs anc medicines
7 Inorganic chemicals

products manufactured by large compa
nies rather than small nrms.

Third. because the care come of ne
cessirv from broad industrial catesories , .
anom-alies crop ur-like cuckoo-clocks
being labelled high-tech because they fall

5 Ordnance and accessories

10 Plastics, rubber and
synthetic fibres

HIGH;'TE.:.i-'. SE.CTOR
1 Misshes anc scecec-stt
2 ElectroOlcs and

telecoms

8 PrOfeSSional and scientific
instruments

,,;.,.

General Electric, Texas Instruments and
a host of brainy technological-based busi
nesses .scattered around the West Coast,
Rockies, Sunbelt, Mid-Atlantic and New
England.

A common' cry in Washington is that
this "narrowing" of America's high-tech
base is one of the most disturbing prob
lems facing the United States today. Oth
ers see this trend as more or less inevita
ble-and perhaps even to be encouraged.
Trade ministers in, Western Europe, for
instance, only wish they 'had such "prob
lems"; Japanese bureaucrats are doing all
they can to create: similar "problems"
back home.

The reason is simple. These so-called
"problems" concern a focusing of all the

American exports
Value % of total -

$19.7bn 22.4
$14.4bn 22.0_
$13.5bn 20.7

$7.2bn . 11.0
S4.4bn 5.7.
$3.5bn 5.4
$3.2bn 4.9
S2.7bn 4.1
S1.0bn 1.5
SO.Bbn 1.3

Technology's top ten
How high is the high in high..&4Ch: Diffi
cult to sav. Most economists at least
agree tnar hif:,i": technoiogv ~roQUCtS. em
boov ar ..above averaae" concentration
of scientific and encmeerina skins. As far
as the National SClence ~oundation in
Washington is concerned. this means
anvthme oroduced bv oraanisations em
ploying -25 OJ" mares;::ien~tst:; anc engi
neers pe·::-'l.tl(J(; emoiovees and.spending
over ,::'.:,;" of ne: sa'je~ 'on R&D.

The American Department of Ccm-.
me-Tee isa bit rnore scientific. Its defini
tion, of high-tech is derived from input
output analyses of the total R&D spent on
a spectrum of individual products. Thus
an aircraft eers credit for nOT only the
R.,\;D done G, developing the airframe,
but also the relevant contribution of the
avionics supplier and even the ryre mak
er. Using this definition. high-tech indus
try is a ranking of the ten most "re
search-intensive" sectors, where the
tenth has atleast double the R&D intensi
ry of manufacturing generally (table 1).

A laudable effort. but not without
criticism: First. such a definition focuses

. entirely on products. ignoring the. boom
ing business in high-iech processes-c-.
and. increasingly.' high-tech services as
well..Secorid, it favours systems (that is.
collections of interdependent compo
nents) over individual widgets. as well as

$20 billion in 1984. Along with aircraft,
electronics and professional instruments,
these "big four" account for more than
three-quarters of the United States' ex
ports of high technology (table 2). De
spite the popular myth, America exports
only modest amounts of missiles and
aerospace products. But fears that for
eigners mav evenruallv storm even the
high frontie~r of aerospace keep Washing
ton officials awake at night.

Of the ten industrial sectors designated
high-tech (see feature above), America
has managed to increase its share of the
global market in only two: office automa
tion and electronics. For which, it should
thank the likes of IBM, Hewlett-Packard,
Digital Equipment, Xerox, lIT, RCA,

Table 2: High-tech exports in 1984

High-tech sector

:: s..;~ ':='.: HIGH TE.=HNOLOGY

Office automation
Electronics & telecoms
Aircraft and parts
Protess'l instruments
Plastics, rubber, etc
Inorganic chemicals
Engines and turbines
Drucs and medicines
Missiles and spacecraft .
Ordnance
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chin- called EPH.Oi...1S, The nnce tel: from
Si : each when the Jar-aneseftrst entered
the American market with their EPROM
chips- early in 1985 to Jess- than $4 SIX

months later, Intel. National Semicon
ductor and Advanced Micro Devices
promptly filed a ioirn petition, accusing
the Japanese of dumping EPROMS. on the
American market at below their manu
facturing costs in Japan (then estimated
to be $6.30 apiece). The issue is currently
beina used bv Washineton as a battering
ram to breach the waIf Japan has- erected

. around its own $8 biliion' semiconductor
market back borne,

For America, this get-laugh policy has
come only just in time. Japan now enjoys
a 27% share (to 'America's '64%) of the
world's $42 billion semiconductor mar
ket. And while cut-throat competition
may make memory chips a joss-leader,
acquiring the technology for producing
RA,MS has given Japan's microcircuit mak
ers a leg-up in getting to grips with more
complex semiconductors used in comput
er graphics. communications 'and video
equipment. -:-.

So far, however. it has' not' helped
Japanese chip makers to loosen the stran
glehold that American semiconductor
firms have on the lucrative microproces
sor business. Where 256k RAMS have
become commodity products that sell
wholesale for $1 or so each. 32-bitmicro
processors from the likes of Motorola,
Intel, National Semiconductor, Texas In
struments. AT&T and Zilog cost hundreds
of dollars apiece. Between them, these six
American chip makers control 90% of the
world marketfor the latest generation of
rnicroprocessors.Jeaving just 10% for the
rest of the American semiconductor in
dustry, Europe and Japan.

Fortunately for the Americans, micro-

\ .

:;•. L,

.c' " /' , =-{" J \~~ {.-- ...._-_.~ - ,'-.~,
. .'

Street map for a microchip circuit

men! banks) to huild VLSI plants. The net
result was massive 'over-capacity (first in
64k ,RAMs and then in ~56k versions),
abundant local suonlv for the domestic
consumer electroni~ "mak.ers and an im
pelling urgency to export (or dump) sur-
plus microchips abroad, .

This targeting ploy had been tried be
fore. Japanese manufacturers found it
worked moderarelv well with steel. much
berter with rnotorcvcles. better still with
consumer electronics and best of all with
semiconductors. The only requirement
was a steeply falling "learning curve"
(that is, rapidly reducing unit costs as
production volume builds up and manu
facturers learn how to squeeze waste out
of the process).. - .

The trick was simply to devise a for
ward-pricing strategy that allowed Japa
nese manufacturers to capture all the new
growth that their below-costpricing ere
ated in export markets, while underwrit
inc the negative cashflow by cross-subsi
dies and higher prices back home.

The Americans finally lost their pa
tience when the Japanese tried to do a
repeat. performance With. pricier memory

muui-billion-dolia- strinlinc of a r-usmess.
r-u: nv the' vea- :l}(l(~ oorermallv 2 triihon
dCl!:a: jev~2than. ..\s such.' ultra-tech
alone will come to dwarf all rnanuiactur
inc, sectors before the centurv i!- out.
America is weli on the W2\" to ;n~tdn£that
happen. A lap or tW0 behind, Japan at
least is. getting up speed. Europe is barely
in the race.

clatter 0:' tnese u--ee !"'':;~~':;;2.: cectc-s
l each WI::; rts oc-r d~'s;;!".=~i\·~ ::~~'ie of
manufacturing. procuremen: anc custom"
er supportjbemg forged 10gethe;t'ly their
unoerlvinc technoloeies into a s:n£.i~:"

tra-iecn ~ acnviry ·cd-Ilee. iniormauon
services.

Ye5. bevond hiah-tech in th-e industrial
spectrum ·lies. ultra-tech-c-today a mere

Chipswith everything
Gone ace tne cal'S when American semiconductor iirms short-sightedly sold
their licences and knowhow to Japanese microchip makers

America's electronics firms have main
tained their global leadership in all
branches 0: their business save one. Thev
kissed soodbve to consumer electronics
(teie\·isjor., hi-E. video recorders. etc', as
customers across the counrrv voted with
their pockets for shiny boxes with flashing
lights and labels like Panasonic. Technics.
Jve and Sony. ...

The American electronics industry
came close to allowinc much the same to
happen in microchips. in 1982, Silicon
Valley took a caning when the Japanese
startedflooding the market with cheap
64k RAMs (random-access memory chips
capable of storing over 64.000 bits of
computer data). Most beata hasty retreat
up or out of the market.

From having a dozen mass producers of
dynamic-RAMs in 1980, only five Arneri-'
can chip makers were still in the high
volume memory business by 1983" Today,
there are effectively only two or three
with the capacity to produce the latest
generation of memory chips (l megabit
RAMS) in anything like economic vol
umes. Meanwhile, the six Japanese firms
that plunged into the memory-chip busi
ness back in the early 19705 are still
around-and .now have a 70% share of
the dynamic-RAM market in America.

Microchips have been the engine
powering Japan's drive into high-tech
generally. But before it could join the
microchip generation. Japan had to find
a way of disseminating this vital Ameri
can technology throughout its fledgling
semiconductor industry. The trick
adopted was, first. to protect the home
market, and then to bully abler firms
into joining government-sponsored re
search schemes-c-one run by the Japa
nese telephone authority NTI and the
other by the Ministry' of International
Trade and Industry-to develop the
knowhow for making their own very
large-scale integrated (VLSI) circuits.

Next. by rblessing" VLSI as the wave of
the future and crucial to Japan's survival.
the government triggered a scramble
among the country's electronics firms
(encouraged by their long-term invest-

TI"'lE EC0f'04QM:ST AUG'USTza'986
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car; cesicns. Japanese chir. maker!' are 1('· customers who were alrcadv usmc IBM
berne shu: out oj all the. malO; markets marhmes eoumned with tn; necevssarv
for mrcronrocessors.' Fuiusu. Metsushna. software. rna1' worked well until the
Mitsubism and Toshiba' are ali. gambling slumbering giant woke up:
on' a microprocessor design called raox Then, in 1.9"'7S. IBM introduced its 4300·· .........
developed at the University of Tokvo. series computers at a price that shook not
But nobodv, least of ali l'o'EC 0:- Hitachi, ius: riva. Japanese makers but other
holds out much hope for the mON design American suppliers too. Since then, 1BM'S, r, ~
winning a big enough share of the market aggressive price-cutting and frequent
in its own right to.be economic-c-at least, model changes have made Hie tough for
not until the mid-l990s, And. by then, the plug-compatible trade.
Silicon Valley will have upped the techno- Not only is IBM automating vigorously
logical stakes again. . .. (the companyis spending 515 billion over

Wnen, rate at night. the conversation the. 'next fOUT years to achieve lower
gets down to bonne (brass tacks), even> production costs than anyone in Asia), . "
Japan's ablest microchip wizards despair but it has aiso begun flexing its techno-
at ever matching _Siiicon Valley's mix of logical muscles. Its R&D expenditure is
entrepreneurial and innovative 'flair. "Ja- now running at $3.5 billion a year-c-more
pan is powerful in onlv one sub-field of a than all other computer manufacturers
single application of semiconductors- tied combined. Though for antitrust reasons it
to a specific line of pioductsv bemoans will never say so publicly. LBMis neverthe-
Mr Atsushi Asada of Sharp Corporation. less determined to trample the plug-corn-

. patible makers down-both in the per-
.. ,.' '. sonal-computer end of the business as
..: . .,'-~:.~"; well as among its mainframe competitors...

One of the dodges being adopted is to
incorporate more "microcode" in its
computers' operating systems (the basic
programs that manage a machine's inter
nal housekeeping and support the cus
tomers' applications software). Used as
an offensive weapon, microcode replaces
pans of the computer's electrical circuit
ry. making it possible to change the whole
character of a machine long after it has
been installed at a customer's premises.
The implication is that IBM can then sell
products 'that can be continuously en

_hanced-e-something customers appreciate
and will pay apremium for.

Starting with its 3081 series in 1981, IBM
caught the competition off guard with a
new internal-structure called XA ("ex
tended architecture"] which allows' cus
tomers to update their machines with
packets of microcode whenever IBM de-
crees the market needs a shake-up. This

~"-'

America's response 10 Japan's challenge' All this does not mean Japan's comput
in microchips is being repeated in com- .. er industry is a write-off. Its component
puters. Here, Japan's specialty has been suppliers have quietly established a signif
making workalike copies of IBM'S big icanr position for themselves in the Unit
office machines (mainframes). The most ed States and elsewhere. In personal
one can say about these "plug-compati- computers, for instance, Japanese ma
ble" computers is that they have managed chines account for Jess than 2% of the $14
to prevent mM from swamping .the Japa- billion annual sales of pes in America.
nese horrie market completely. Big Blue Bin Japanese components and peripher
has to put up with being number two in als (chips, disk-drives, keyboards, moni
Japan. Overall, however, Japanese com- tors, printers, etc) account for nearly 30%
patibles have had only a marginal impact of the market's wholesale value.
on the $150· billion computer business - . Most of Japan's computer makers came
worldwide. . ..a cropper by riding- a bit too blindly On

American manufacturers have estab- IBM'S coat-tails. Lacking the home-grown
lished an almost impregnable position in programming skills, Fujitsu, Hitachi and
mainframes and minicomputers-the Mirsubishi made their computers imitate
stuff of corporate sales and accounting IBM'S so they could sell cheaper versions
departments. "And in the push to put a
microcomputer on every desk, a handful
of American firms (IBM, Compaq, Apple,
Atari and Commodore) have been feed
ing the market a feast of cleverer, faster
and (in many cases) cheaper machines
that· have .. left. Japan's uIBMulators" nib
bling on the leftovers of yesterday's
lunch, In the. personal-computer market,
the IBM clone makers having the most
impact come mainly from low-cost South
Korea and Taiwan rather than Japan.

Meanwhile, in developing the pro
grams that make computers tick, Ameri
can software engineers have been every
bit as clever as their chip-designing col
leagues in Silicon Valley. In the process,
they have increased their share, of the
world's software market (worth $40 bil
lion a year) from under 65% a decade ago
to over 75%· today.

..
i

,
"

nrocessors are no: iik:: rnernorv chros
Being literally a ·'comrutcr-on:o-chip"·.
tnev are vastiv more cornmex and cannot
be·' designed' in any routme manner,
Sweat. insizht and insmrauon are needed
everv step of .the W3\"', And thev have to
be designed with meir software appiica
tionsin mind. 'Americans have been do-'
ing this longer. and are better at it. than

I ~ ~.'" .anyone else. '. _ .
, " .:' -·More tothe"point. American firms are

e-, not parting with their patents as readily as
they did in the past. Hitachi has been
trying (with little iuck) to persuade Mo
torola to sen ita licence for rna-kine its
advanced 68020 microprocessor. Mean-
while, Japan's .leading electronics firm,
1'o""EC. is having to defend itself in the
American .courts... tor intrinrina one of
Intel's microprocessor patents. -

. With America's new, stricter copyright
laws making it difficult to imitate Ameri- .
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Reach out and crush some66e
Even more than breakthroughs in telecommunications technology, America's
new deregulated freedom to plug in, switch on and sell an information
service is breeding a whole new generation of infopreneurs
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Americans also take for granted the
choice of being able to dial long-distance
numbers using alternative carriers who

. offer cheaper rates. Liberating the phone
system from the stateononopoly's clutch
es (so customers maY'choose what they
want instead of what they are given) has
barelybegun in Japan, .

The United States is the world's domi
nant supplier as well as its most prolific
user of telephone equipment. The global
market, worth $57 billion in 1982, is

su:,er.-s.peec computinp jrroject or their
fifth-generannn programme."

At . leas: a dozen "fifth-generation
bashers' have surfaced as research pro
jects around the United States. rnainiv in
universirv laboratories. but also in small
start-up cornnarues founded by academ
ics. entrepreneurs and encineerinc erni-

, - I ~

ares from the mainframe comouter indus-
try. The latest supercomputerto go public
(the prototype was shipped last year to.

, the American navy) is a cluster of boxes a .r.~
yard square capable of calculating over a
billion instructions per second (the Japa
nesegovemment hopes to have a similar
greyhound of a computer by 1992). The
group that built it spun off mainly from
nearby Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology to form their. own company.
Thinking Machines. The firm is now
taking orders for a bigger brother with
four times the processing power. ..

If only a handful of the score or so of
American groups building advanced com-
puters survives, the United States is going
to enlarge its existing technology base in
computing over the next decade by as
much new engineering talent as its rivals
have in totality. And that, not, least for
the Japanese, is 'a sobering thought." '..

Americans complain about it, but if truth
be told they stit! have the best and cheap
est telephone system in theworld. Japan's
is a good one too-e-about as good as the
Bell System was in the late 19605. Which
means it is reliable and cheap when
making calls within the country, but not
particularly good at performing electronic
tricks like automatic call-forwarding. call
waiting, short-code dialling, credit-card
billing. conference calling-all thing, Bell
users take for granted today.

rJ.~
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cucior companies. \1<;"C has ~5C" sciennsrs
carrvine ou: research a: us ncacouaners
in Austin. Texas. to the TUne of ·S-:-Sm a
vear. What is for sure. san .Mr Bcbbv
Inman. MCC''S chief executive and former
depurv director of the CIA. "MCC wouldn't
have occurred except for MITl.~·
. But the~most orchestrated response of
an to the Japanese challenge in comput
ing comes no! from tBM. Silicon Valley or
collaborative consortia of American chip
makers and computer firms, Tbcush it. is
rarely in the public headlines. the -Penta
gon has been pouring barrels of cash into
computing. Its Defence Advanced Re
search Projects Agency (DARPA) in
Washington has' been playing busy mid
wife to some of the most exotic technol
ogy of all for computers. communications
"and electronic equipment generally.

Its VHSIC (verv hiah-soeed imezrated
circuit) project aione':"has,· pumped S300m
over the past five years into advanced
methods for making the superchips need
ed for radar, missiles. code-breaking and
futuristic computers. Also earmarked far
DARPA is a reporredS] billion for spon
soring a range. of supercomputers which,
say insiders, "will outperform anything
the Japanese can de_velop under their

nas IIi:-,w"',, me muc-comcaublc makers
~r: the ~l:,;:i;:nsl\'e: for;:-::1l: them to devore
more o: their deveior-mem resources than
thev tan afiord 10: IrVIn!: W anticipate
IE";'!' next round of' oo'erating.system
cbanees and to trv to match them with
hurriedly engineered modifications to
their hardware. That involves digging
ever deeper into their profit margins.

America's other computer firms are
also pushing this trend towards replacing
hardware with software wherever oossi
bie. Writina and "debuacinz" the' oro
crams now accoum~ for SCi-80°c> of t'heir
hUdgets for developing new computers.
Two reasons: then. whv American com
puter executives are smiling:
• At a stroke. the trend towards zreater
use of software helps neutralise the one
great advanrase their Jaoaaese comoeu-

- INS have 100·£ possessed-namely.' the
ability to manufacture well-made me
chanical components at a modest price .
• And it changes the business of manu
facturing -computers from being heavily
capital-intensive to becoming more brain
intensive. The larue pool of experienced
programmers and-diverse software firms
in the United States puts the advantage
firmly in American hands. .

The Japanese response has been to
launch another government-sponsored
scheme, this time to help the country's
computer makers invent "intelligent"
machines for tomorrow. The ten-year
fifth-generation project. based largely on
"dataflow" concepts pioneered at Mass
achusetts Institute of Technology, will
have cost $45001 by the time it is complet
ed in 1992. The aim is to create computers
able to infer answers from rough informa
tion presented to them visually or orally.
Even Japanese scientists working on the
project are not sure whether such goals
are realistic. -

The Americans are not leaving any
thing to chance. Congress has been per
suaded to relax the antitrust rules so that
rival manufacturers can collaborate on
advanced research without running foul
of the law, Two of the first collaborative.
research institutions to spring up aim to
match any challenge the Japanese might
offer in computing, software and compo
nents-for the 19905. In one. the Sernicon
ductor Research Corporation, 13, micro
chip companies have clubbed together to
form a non-profit consortium for support
ing research on advanced integrated cir
cuits at American universities. The con
sortium is now doling out S35m a year to
designers of tomorrow's microchips.

The other institution, the Microelec
tronics and' Computer Technology Cor
pcration (MCC): is an interesting experi
ment in its own right. Set up as a joint
\ enture in 1983 by initially ten (now 21)
rival American computer and semicon-
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in manufacturing indus-try fell 2.5% last
vear to less than 20% of the civilian work
force.

But looking at jobs alone is misleading.
In terms of manufacturing's contribution
to G~P, for instance, little has chanaed. In
fact. manufacturina's share of value add
ed (at current prices) in America was
22% of GNP in both 1947 and 1984. and
has wavered narrowly within the 20·25%
band for close on 50 years. So much for
de-in dustrialisation,

Manufacturing still means big business
in anybody's book, It currently contrib
utes 5300 billion and 20m jobs to the
American economy; about 5350 billion
(at today's exchange rate) and 15m jobs
in Japan. But manufacturing is really a
matter of how vou define it. Traditional
measures based on Standard Industrial

THE ECONOMIST AUGUST 23 1986

ogles-i!- one of the ke~d;-;\'Jr.f. Iorces
berunc theime rger berweer; ccn-punng ,
office automation and te.ecornrnuruca
nons that is bezinrnnc to taxe oiacc within
the United States. Last vea;. com outer
maker .IBM absorbed Rolm. a reading
manufacturer of diane! orivare-branch
exchanges. At the same. ume.jne lele-~:7
phone giant, AT&T. broadened its grow- .
ing base in computing and office equip
ment by buying 25~0 of Olivetti in Italy.
The leader of the office-automation nack ,
Xerox, is still sufferine from a surf~it of
exotic technology dreamed up by engi
neering wizards at its PARe laboratories in
California.

Japan has no intention of being left
behind, The government in Tokyo is
pressing on with its pian to privatise as
much 'of its telecommunications services
as possible. And while the big names of
.the Japanese telecoms business (Fujitsu,
Hitachi, NEe and Oki) may have deficien
cies of their own. each is nevertheless a
big name in computing too. And though
smaller, all are more horizontally inte
grated than AT&T. IBM or Xerox..

Will Japan close the technological gap
in telecoms with America? Quite possi
bly. But only through setting up shop in
the United ·States. The reason -concerns
one missing ingredient, now as essential
in telecoms as in computing: ingenious
software. Just as Motorola and Texas
Instruments have built semiconductor
factories in Japan to learn the secrets of
quality and cost control, Japanese firms
will have to establish telecoms plants in
the lJnited States if they are to acquire
the necessary software skills. SEC has nov,';
doneso--for precisely that reason.

SU:-:>=:-:- 0.: :-r.ah:lng: the minute lasers light
ermttmc diodes and rmnuscuie receivers
used for projecting and calclung the
messages.

Ha;d in glove with fibre optics is the
growing trend towards digital transrnis
sion-s-sending spoken or picture mes
sages coded as the _ones and zeros of
computerspeak. The transmission part is
easy. but optical switching has presented
horrendous headaches and the competi
tion here is fierce,

Bui American makers' have used their
known ow to better commercial ends. In
particular, digital transmission has been
used to speed the growth in data traffic
between big computer systems. especially
those owned by airlines, banks. insurance
companies and financial institutions.
Here. the Federal Communications Com
mission has taken the initiative, bv free
ing 'America's telecommunications net
works so anyone can plug in, 'switch on
and sell an information service. Other
countries-Britain and West Germany
particularly-have been inexplicably
making life as difficult as possible for
their own infopreneurs, .

The lesson has not been wasted on
telecommunications mandarins in Japan.
They have seen how getting the govern
ment off the back of the telephone corn
panies in America has spurred a vibrant
free-for-all in "value-added networking",
creating numerous jobs in information
services and giving local manufacturers a
headstart in.carving out a piece o,fa brand
new high-tech business for themselves,

This new communications freedom-s
even more than the changes in digital
switching and new transmiss·ion. technol-

Getting smart-
Manufacturing is also going high-tech, threatening to turn today's dedicated
factories full of automation into relics of the past

Microchips, computers and telecoms
equipment will be to the next quarter
century what oil. steel and shipbuilding
were to the years between Hiroshima and
the Yom Kippur war. More than anything
else, these three technologies will fuel the
engine of economic growth in countries
that learn to manage. their "smart" rna
chinery properly, This will hasten not so
much the trend towards service jobs, but
more the revitalisation of manufacturing
itself. .

Manufacturing? That grimy old metal
bashing business which the more prosper
ous have been quietly jettisoning for
better-paid office jobs in the service sec
tor? It is true that manufacturing jobs in
all industrial countries (save Italy and
Japan) have been shed continuously since
1~73. In the United States. employment

exr-ecied 10 cro .... t: SS:. r-ilson t"l\ Jl;f;-:-.
A:TI~i1;:a;: manuiaciuters nave ~:(~r:0f it:
Japanese firms. t--9{~(.. Bu: ina: has no:
preveniec Japan from becoming a major
exporter of, telecoms producrs. It no"
selis weli over $1 billion worth of iele
phone equipmen: abroad. a quarter of i~

even 10 the Uruted States. Hoc, did that
happen? .~ p- - ~

The main reason' is the size of the
American market itself. Though the
American share' 0; the global telecoms
business is five nrnes oicaer than Jacans.
nracticaliv all ofi! is at home_ Some 90~(,
of the domestic market is. controlled by
the rnif.h!"~Arnerican Telephone and
Tele cranh (":\120 BeU"J. GTE has lO~o of
the' American market, while lIT has tradi
tionally sold its telephone equipment al-
mos~ exclusively abroad. -

Until the derecuration of the American
phone system in~the wake of AT&T'S 1982
consent decree, Ma Bell's manufacturing
arm (Western Electric) directed its entire
production effort at meeting. just the
Deeds of the various Bell phone compa
nies around the countrv. It got all its
inventions and desizns :hom the leeend
arv Bell Laboratories in New Jersev~ and
ne~ither imported nor exported a'single
transistor. .

Bell Labs has been responsible for a
blizzard of innovations (transistor. laser,
stored-program control. optical fibres,
etc) that have driven down the real cost of
communications' and raised the quality
and availability of telephone service
throuzhout rhe United States. But be
cause"'ofAT&T'S preoccupation in the past
with just the domestic market, the best of
its technology has had little direct impact
on -the rest of the world. The door to
export sales was thus left ajar for tele
coms suppliers elsewhere-from. Europe
(Siemens, Ericsson, Thomson, GEC and
Philips), Canada (Northern Telecom 'and
Mitel) and Japan (NEe. Oki, Fujitsu and
Hitachi).

American firms retain their dominant
position in supplying switching and trans
mission equipment. But the Japanese
have mounted a serious challenge based
on their growing expertise in transmitting
messages on the backs of light beams.
Made out of cheap silica instead of costly
copper, optical fibres can carry three
times the telephone traffic of convention
al cables, need few repeater stations to
boost the signals and send them on their
way, are immune to electrical interfer
ence and do not corrode like metal wires.

The early American lead in fibre op
tics, built up by Western Electric and
Corning Glass, has been chipped away by
scientists at NEC. Sumitomo and Japan's
telephone authority (NIT). Apart from
learning how to manufacture low-loss
fibres, Japanese companies have become
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on more sophisticated CIM equipment. By
1990. investment in computer-integrated
manufacturing will have doubled to $30
billion or more, forecasts Dataquest of
San Jose. California.

General Motors has spent no less than
$40 billion over the past five years 'on
factories of the future. Even its suppliers
are being hooked into GM"S vast comput
eris-ed information net, allowing them to
swap data with the giant motor maker as a
first step towards integrating them wholly
within its elM environment. IBM has' been
spending $3 billion a year on computeris
ing its manufacturing 'processes. In so
doing, it has been able to bring numerous'
jobs, previously done offshore, back into
the United States. Pleased with the re
sults so far, IBM has raised its investment
'in CI~1 to an annual $4 billion.

The heart of a elM plant is a flexible
manufacturing shop which can run 24

ufactured 'goods he replaced every four or
five years: in consumer electronics, every
two or three years.

The Japanese factory devoted solely to
turning mit 10.000 video recorders a day

. with a handful of operators is the end of
the line-not quite yet, but destined
shortly to become, a magnificent anach-

..roriism and epitaph to the age of mass
production. It was a.brief and grimy era, .
spanning JUSt the single lifetime from
Henry Ford to Soichiro Toyoda. To take
its place, a whole hew concept of manu
facturing is being hustled out of the
laboratory and on to the factory floor,
This is the final melding of microchips,
cornputersv software, sensors and tele
coms to become in themselves the cutting·
tools of manufacturing industry.

al costs being in inventory. a "just-in
_time" delivery system (fike the Japanese
kanbon method for supplying .compo
nents 1:0 motor manufacturers} could im
prove the real return on investment by as
much as 15%.

Getrinz manufacturing volumes right is
trickier. Here high technology is making
the whole notion of the special-purpose
factory-e-with its automated equipment.
purring smoothly along as it churns out
millions of identical pans all made to the
'same high standard of precision-a 'relic
of the smokestack past The marketplace
·is much more competitive today. no long
er accepting the 10-12 year product life
cycles needed to justify the investment of
such dedicated plants. The pace of tech
nological change is demanding that man-

.~ -.~:-~/ . . .

American engineers call it ClM~ Com put:
er-inte arated manufacturina-e-hurrted
into th~ workplace by a kind ofCaesarian
secrion-c-has arrived before managers
have had a chance to find out what they
reallv want or are able to handle. The
trouble-and there have been plenty of
teething troubles-is that CIM has a
grown-up job to do right now, To corpo
rate America, it is the one remaining way
of using the' country's still considerable
clout in high technology to claw back
some .of the manufacturing advantage
Japan has gained through heavy invest
ment, hard work and scrupulous atten
tion to detail.

American compariies "began pouring
big money into high-tech manufacturing
around 1980. All told. firms in the United
States spent less than $7 billion that year
on computerised automation. Today they
are spending annually $16 billion. mostly

From smokestaick ."f-:-'""~~"

Ci2.~:;Jfl:3!l[ln coce- corn.nue h-' glve the
i!T:I"'''e!'~;\Or: ina: r.;ai-:l;:; a:-lythli1f 1>12
facIO;:" is ~0mf the same way as smoke
s-ack moustry generaliv-e-up in smoke.
Yet software engineering alone I~ an
expiosive new "manuiacturin~ndusln'

tha: nareiv enters the American Treasury
Deoanmenfs calcutauons of rrcwtb. let
alone its vision of - what ~ -constitutes
industry. ' - .. -- r: ...

What is for sure is that the new battle in
manufacturing competitiveness and pro
ducrivirv i:- come to be fcusht in the fields
of crocess and desian rechnolocv. Here is
wha: Mr Daniel Roos of !\1<~~~a::husetts
Institute of Technolozv has to savi

Over the next 25 veiis. all oyer the world.
semi-skilled labour-whether cheap or ex
pensive-will rapidly give way 10'smart
machinerv as the kev clement i- comr-eti
tiveness.tjceitber cheap Korear; lancur nor
expensive American labour l~ our real
problem. Rather the challenge-lies in rapid
l~ introducing and perfecung the new gen
erations of design'and process equipment-e-

.' and the complex social systems that must
accompany them.

It does not require an MI7 professor to
explain why conventional manufacturing.
is 'limping'out and new computerised
forms of design and fabrication are mus
cling in, Using: the favoured yardstick of
productivity (return on investment after '"
discounting for the current cost of money):
even back-of-the-envelope calculations
show only two factors really count. Ener
gy costs are irrelevant. beingtypically 3~

4o,'~ of factory costs. Much the same is ,
true for labour, which now accounts for
onlv 5-15% of total costs.

':The onlv significant. and controllable,
factors -are material costs 'and production
volume", preaches Dr Bruce Merrifield
of the American Department of Com
merce. Thus. with roughly 30~'o of materi-
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American strengths
Basic research
Breakthroughs and inventions
Militaryapplications
Newproduct design
Systemsintegration'
Software
Less predictabletechnologies
New functionalines
New architectural designs
Customisation

•

/

not ius: tor mdusrna. ziarus lixe General
Eie.:rric. Westinghouse 0;- IBM bu: even
more so for the tens of thousands of t1O\'
workshops across the country While J~.

pan has two-thirds of its industrial output
within the grasp of broad-based keiretsu
manufactunna £TOUPS. American indus
try by contrast has always relied heavily
on its 100.000 or so independent subcon-j
tractina firms. In metal workina. for in
stance; 751% of the pans 'made in the
'United States are manufactured bv small
independent workshops in.oarches of 50
or jess.

The American Commerce Department.
sees no antitrust reasons whv smaller
firms should not band ioaether to' share a
flexible manufaeturing~centre, making'
spindles for washing machines One min
ute, wheel bearincs the next. then switch
"ing to precision mounts for a microscope
maker, crankshafts for diesel engines,.
microwave cavities for radar equipment, .
nose-cones for missiles and so on. This
would reduce the investment risk for the
individual firms, while providing a higher
return for the elM plant as a whole. It
could also help rebuild mucb of the indus
trial base of rustbowl America~", !', 1".~ c: •

.:;.. ~.

,. '---'••---~.

Let the daisies grow

Table 3: Balance of forces

SoufOl!l' '"TIlf:,Pcs,lI ..e Sum S'ralegy'". NatlQf1iJlAiaoemy Press, Washmgron DC. 1986

Japanese strengths
Appliedresearchand development
Incrementalimprovements
Commercialapplications
Processand production technology
Components
Hardware .
Predictabletechnologies
Quality control
Miniaturisation
Standardised, mass volume
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Bureaucratic guida'nce is still no match for a fertile economy where anything

can take root and flower' .... ,:' "..... "{'~,""r.:""''.
Who, then, is better suited to life on the tic, often erratic and alwaysiconoclastic,
high road of technology-America or Japan's, if anything; is pragmatic, geared
Japan? The answer is complicated by the primarily to problem-solving and hustled
way the two industrial superpowers have along by a herd-instinct.
honed their separate skills in wholly sepa- To date, Japan's high-tech success has
rate ways (table 3). American technology been almost exclusively with develop
is overwhelming in big systems, software. ments that were predictable-like pack..
computing and aerospace. But nobody ing more and more circuits into dynamic
can touch Japan in the process technol- RAM chips, or making video recorders
ogies that underlie conventional manu- "smarter and smaller. This is a result of
facturing. American technology reaches having total mastery of the process tech
out for the unknown: Japan's bends down nologies. While all the basic break
to tend the commonplace. throughs for making semiconductors-

The differences' in style mirror' the electron beam lithography, ion irnplanta
differences in ideals that the two peoples tion. plasma etching. etc-a-came from the
hold dear. The Japanese have a saying: United States. Japanese firms improved
"The nail that stands up will be ham- the ideas step by step until their equip
me red flat." The Americans say: "Let the ment was a match for anything made
daisies grow." So it is' hardly surprising abroad.
that American technology is individualis- By carrying cut development continu-

manufacturing into American factories.
To government guru, like Dr Bruce Mer
rifield. the attraction of these flexible
manufacturing plants is that they are ideal

... toCI",,· .,
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hours 2 dav . bu: w~jd; 1.... canaore of beins
rew~jed l~ minutes rather taan days. and
abie to turn "out hundreds of different
products instead of being dedicated to
lUS~ one line. Tbe difference-eerween the
best of traditional automation (for exam
pie. Toyota's Corolla line in Nagoyat and
the best of new styieCIM plants (for
exarnpie,General Electric's household
appliance centre in Kentucky) is that the
fanner automates iust the flow of materi
al tnrouah the facIOrv. while the latter
automates the IOta! ffow of information
needed for managing th:=. emerprise-c
from ordering the materials to paying the
wages and shipping the finished goods out
of the front door.

The aim OfCIM is not simply to reduce
the _amount of direct labour involved in
manufacturing a product (only 5·1SQo of
the cost). Tne real savings come instead
from applying strict comp_uter·and corn
rnunications controls to slash the amount
of waste (typically 30% of the cost)
through having up-to-the-minute infor
mation on tool wear, while minimising
the handling. management and overhead
charges (rarely less than 40%) by know
'ing precisely where items are at any
instant during the manufacturing process.
The net result is that a CIM factory has a
much lower breakeven point than a highly
automated conventional plane The ma
jority of the CIM plants now onstream .in
the United States break even at half the
level of a conventional plant (typically 65,
70% of full capacity). And because it

. does not have to operate flat out from the
start to be efficient, aelMplant makes it
easier and. cheaper to launch new prod
ucts. That spells shorter life cycles-s-and
hence more frequent (and more attrac
tive) model updates. . -." .

That would be reason enough for enter
prising high-tech. companies to invest in
elM. But a numberof Americancorpora
tions are being encouraged for· other,
more strategic, reasons to integrate their
'computerised manufacturing' processes.
The Pentagon sees elM as a nifty way of
allowing manufacturing capacity to be
sprinkled lightly across the land, instead
of being concentrated heavily in targeted
areas along the Ohio Valley, pans of
Illinois and up through Michigan.

. Thegenerals also see elM plants--with
their rapid response and flexible, make
anything nature-as handy standby ca
pacity ready to be instantly repro
grammed to meet the military surge of a
national emergency. Apart from its costly
military Stockpiles, the Pentagon has to
underwrite a good deal of redundant and
idle capacity among America's defence
contractors. That is a political luxury it
can no longer afford.

Pressure from other pans of Washing
ton is also helping to usher high-tech
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Lift-off for the airborne economy
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Jar-an are state-owned and run ncidrv [1\

Q conservative central bureaucracy. "J:. {~
difflcui! to allocate grants (by peer-re
view l to the most deservinc researchers
rather than the most senior."

In the days when Japan could storm the

pany fringe benefits for professionals
- {pension rights, deferred income plans,

health and. life insurance. etc: and in
kind govemrnen; esstsrance for the poor
(fooo stamps. rem subsidies. etc).
• Poverty is still defined by consump
tion patterns of the, mid"lY5{)~. when a
family of three spent.a third of its income
on food. The same:' food basket today
COStS a fifth the equivalent family's
income.

Don't sniggeLDespile budgetary
cuts, the Arnerican'.sransucal system is
still one of the best'm the world. Its only
real weakness is that-empJoyment fig
ures asidec--the statistics used for deter
mining. say, GNP or growth tend to be by
products of non-statistical agencies (such
as the Internal Revenue Service, the
Customs Service. Medicare and the De
partment of Agriculture}. As such. they
are far from being as dean. complete Or
timely as the experts would like ..

Consider some recent anomalies
caused by the quickening pace of techno
logical change. With 70% of Americans
being employed. in: the service sector,
you might be tempted to categorise the
United States as essentially a service
based economy. It is. But you would not
think so from the, Standard Industrial
Classification (SIC): used in .generating
the input-output tables for measuring
GNP. This has 140 three-digit codes for
manufacturing firms. only 66 for ser
vices" Moreover, since the SIC system
was last revised in 1972. whole new
business activities (for example, video
rental, computer retailing. software re
tailing. discount broking. factory-owned
retail outlets) have sprung up, while
others ha ve withered away.

Nuts and bolts. for instance, are in an
SIC category all of their own, employing a
grand total of just 46.000 people. Enve
lope makers. again with their own SIC
category, provide fewer than 25;000
jobs. Yet one SIC code in the service
sector alone. general medical and surgi
calhcspitals, now:' covers ~ome 2.3m
people. Lots of higp·tech service busi
nesses-including computer stores and
~oftware' publishers and manufactur
ers~o not even qualify for their own
SiC codes yet."

There is no reason why all SIC catego·
ries should be the same size. But the
imbalance exaggerates the importance of
traditionalmanufacruring at the expense
of services in the .American economy.
Above all, it allows whole sc:ctions of
America's ~booming high"tt:ch economy
to go unreponed.

---.,....-....,~,;..... __ ..~_.__.,

Foreet about America's underground
economy of do-it-yourselfers pushing
hamburger cans; pam: brushes and illicit
c-ues. Above the conventional econo
m~.-a star-spangled wealth launcher lift
ed (iff three or four vears a20-1O fake
advamaae of the soarine bower. and
plummeting. cost 'of microchips. the
breakup of the. geriatric telephone me
nooot-... the chimera of President Rea"
fan'~ "sp<sce shield and. above all. the
technological collision of computing,
communications and office automation.
Meet America's excuing new- airborne
economv.

The first thing to understand is that
nobodv is ouite sure how well even
America's conventional economy is per
Iorming , let alone its underground or
overground components. The only items
reponed properly seem to be imports
and unemployment. The trouble is that
the economy is changing so fast-s-from
old-fanaled businesses based on metal
bashing" and caning things around. to
new-fangled ones that massage. transmit
and memorise scraps of information.
What is for sure, the leading economic
indicators-those . monthly headlines
that send shockwaves around the world's
financial markets-seriously underesti
mate some of the most important growth
sectors within the United States.

Because the statistics have not kept
pace with the way American business is
becoming internationalised, computer
ised and more service-oriented, the pic
ture the statisticians paint depicts an
economic landscape of a decade. or two
ago. Here are some examples of lagging
statistical response:
• Companies are classified by industrial
sectors USing definitions last updated in
1972, '
• Twenty years after computers swept
manual accounting into the dustbin. the
first price index for computers has just
been introduced-and is still incom~

plete. 'Where America's computing costs
have been assumed to be fixed. hence·
fonh they will be deemed to laU(as they
have actually been doing) by at least
14% a year-adding nearly 1% to GJ',iP.
• An archaic processing system for 10g
'ging foreign trade, confronted _with a
90% increase in imports over the past
decade, is ignoring America's growth in
foreign sales. A significant proponion
(some say 15<:!0%) of American exports
now goes· unreported.
• Measures of family income, designed
in an age when welfare was a dirty word,
omit non·cash components such as com·

the cross-ter-iusatron be-ween h<:!.51.:re·
scarce anc commercia de veror-ment tria:
cnaractenses jerr and Route 12~;. Stan
for': and Silicon \"aiiey and .a hundred
other campuses across America. Aiso ,
because af: tne leading universities in
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.."'I: tnt Arnertcan W2:' 0: frea, ouanrum
l;::ap~ e\er; decade or ~C', ,. Jaoa-tese firms
riave neen abie 10 bomr.aro customers
o-ith (:,ha:-jji!:.e of new models oftennc vet- . . - .. ":,-
neue:- Value. ouaury anc reuaoi.nv.
.A..rneri=-.,;." firms. h~ contrast. have traci
t1onali\ mace cosmetic irnorovemenrs ev
en' fe"w, Years. and then brouzht out
compjete~odei'overhauls once i:.-decade
or so. That has made their products look
Iona in the tooth. then suddenly chaaae
dramaucalh-often for th~, worse w nile
oesum bues and nroducuon wrinkles are

- - • I

sorted out. : /
American rechnolocv h~s also tended

to be eeared for use ffihinl\" at horne (for
example. telephone svsrerns. motor cars).
With ne smaller domestic market. japa
nese rechnolozv has been [creed ic iook
farther afield,-"The Stanford-economist.
Mr Daniel Okrmoro. make~ the pomt that
though Japanese firms haL: excelled at
technolozies tied closelv tb commodities
with huge export markets !(fOi example,

"continuous castine in sreel.lemission-con
trol for motor cars, optical coatings for
camera lenses). lately theyhave begun to
do well in technologies foi; domestic use
too. Some examples include gamma in
jerferon and Interleukin II ,n pharmaceu
ticals. digital switching and -transmission
in telecommunications. A1nd with their
breakthrouzhs in gallium arsenide semi
eonduetors~ optoelectronics. supercera~
mies and composite materials, the Japa
nese have shown themselves selectively
capable of innovating at the frontier of
knowledge as well as anyone.•- ... ' -

On the whole, however. Japanese firms
have been less successful Iwith technol
ogies that are inherently icomplex, not
particularly predictable and dependent
upon ideas springing from basic research.
Making jet engines is one] such technol
ogy, Designing air-traffic-control radars
is another. Developing 'computer-aided
design and manufacturing systems is a
third, And despite MITI'S j-targenng" of
lasers asa technology to pe conquered,
little progress has been made here to
date-because not enough'basicresearch
has been done in the necessary branch of
physics, i

Such incidents point to! serious prob
lems in Japan's educa~ional system,
\\-'hile Japanese youngstets out~perform

western school children' in lall meaningful
tests of mathematics and! science, their
training stresses TOte learning rather than
critical analysis <3:nd creativ~ synthesis. At
university, their skills in pfoblem·solving
are enhanced 'at the' expense of their
abilities to conceptualise. ,I

As. faculty rnc'rnbers, Japanese academ
ics are civil servants unable to fraternis'e
as paid consultants in indu:stry during the,
'ummer vacation, So Jap~n has none of
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Back to the future
A glimpse or two at the fut~wiE dispel
anv doubts aDDU: Yankee inaenunv as Ii
orooes tne limits of tornorrows technol
ogy. First. to Silicon Valley where Mr
Alan Kay, refucee from such technoloui
cal hotbeds as ~DARPA. Stanford, Xerox
PARe and Alan. is nowadays visionary
at-large at Apple Computer. Building on
the learninc theories of John Dewev and
Jean Piaget, Mr Kay is rrvmg.ro create a
"fantasy ampiifie,n-c. computer with
enough pow~ to outrace the user's
senses. enouzh -memorv to store librarv
loads of reference material. and enouch
clever software 10 couple man's natural
desire for explorins fantasies-with his
innate abilirv to leam from exnerirnent.

The concept. called -'D~·uabook·'.
combines the seductive power of both a
video game and a graffiti artist's spray
can with the cultural resources of a
library. museum, art gallery and concert
hall combined, Difficult to make? You
bet. especially if the whole gizmo has to
fit in a package no bigger than a notepad
and be cheap enough for every schoolkid
to own, -'"'-'';''-#,~f'''''· •

Smalltalk is the computer language Mr

._:....o::.-.t~~,;'\->

Kav has developed to allow kids to
con, erse with the ramasv amplifier. The
rest of the inaredients are all tecrmoloei
cally imaginable, just prohibitively ex
pensive and unwieldy for the time being.
But a decade ago the first personal :
computer was JUSt being built at cansid
erabte expense. Irs functional eouivalent
rodav costs less than $50. Stili onrv IIi his
mid-4{'5, Mr Kav has.amDie time Ie cut a
Dvnabook In the hands of mijilon~of
youngsters with open minds and a sense
of wonder still intact.

Next. meet Mr Ted Nelson. aadflv.
prophet and self-confessed COmputer
crackpot. with .a lifetime's obsession
wrapped up in an enormous. program
calied {after Coleridge's unfinished
poem) Xanadu..,. Boon or boondoggle.'.
nobody is quite sure. But the giant piece
of software for steering ones own
thought processes {including altemarive
paths, menta] backtracks and intellectual
leaps) is hardly lacking in ambition or
vision.

Conceived oriainallv bv Mr Nelson
while a student at Harvard as simply a ..
note-keep.jng program for preserving his

every thought. Xanadu has evolved into
a total inerarv orocess: creatine iceas:
organising the· thoughts. witt:- traces
showmg backtracks. alternative \'erSIOR·S

and iurnns to cross-reierencec oocu
men-s: mampulanng the tex: . rut-bhmg
the results; ana loggmg a share of the ~i;

rovalties to even other author cited.
Everv document in Xanadu's database

has iinks to its intellectual antecedents
and to others coverinc related tomes.
The linked references - work like toot
notes. except thai Xanadu offers an
electronic "window" tnroucb which thev
can be accessed there and t-hen. Because
the whole process works in <J.' non-se
quential way, the inventor calls. [he out
put "hypertext"; - .

Mr Nelson looks forward to the dav
when anvbodvcan create what he or she
wants-s-Irom recipes to research papers.

. sonnets to songs-and pUI it into Xana
du's database and quote or cite anvbodv
else. Rovahies and suh-rovalnes. moni
tored automatically by the' host comput
er. would be paid according to the
amount of time a user was on-line and
reading a specific document. It sounds
pretty wild at the moment, but hypertext
could be commonplace before the.cen
tury is out.
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High-tech products tend to have two
things in common: they fall .in price
rapidly as production builds up (they
possess steep learning curves) and they
get replaced fairly frequently (they have
short life cycles). The trend in high-tech is
towards things becoming steeper and
shorter. So the competitive advantage of
being first to market is going increasingly
to outweigh almost everything else.

This spells an end to the traditional
low-risk.Jew-cost approach that Japanese
companies have used so successfully to
date-e-cornina in second with massive vol
urne and forward prices after others have
primed the market. Henceforth. Japa
nese firms are going to have to take the
same technological risks-and pay the
same financial penalties-as ever) one
else. And that puts the advantage decid ..
ed1y on the side of Yankee ingenuity.
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side the big corporations. Since 1978.
American equity' markets have raised $8
billion for start-ups in electronics alone
and a further $3.3 billion for new biotech
companies. Over the same period, Ja
pan's venture-capital investments in high
tech have totalled just $IOOm.

Lacking all these things. the Japanese
have sought a substitute. This is one of
the main ~ reasons for MITI'S special em
phasis 'on collaborative research pro
jects-as in VlSI or fifth-generation corn
puters. To Mr Gary Saxonhouse of the
University of. Michigan, Japan's lauded
industrial policies are little more than a
substitute for the ingredients that Ameri
can companies enjoy from their vibrant
capital and lahour markets. .. .·Z'. F-'C

As for MITl's infamous industrial tar
geting. many Japanese (as well as foreign
ers) have long doubted its effectiveness

.and believe it is now wholly inappropriate
anyway. All technologies have started
moving simply too fast to wait upon the
whim of bickering bureaucrats. It is not as
though Japanese civil servants have
shown themselves any better at picking
industrial winners than officials else
where; and none has bettered the invisi
ble hand of the marketplace.

Apart from possessing vastly greater
resources of wen-trained brains, more
diverse and flexible forms of finance. and
a bigger and more acquisitive domestic
market. America has one final. decisive
factor moving in its favour-the pace of
innov arion itself.

_ "., ..~-.t.!>-lti;-~ ...+-~-~. "',--
industrial heights with foreign licences,

. homegrown development and production
excellence, the inadequacies ofits educa
tional system and - academic research
hardly mattered. But such shortcomings
are becoming increasingly a problem as
high-tech competition intensifies; :t.-~~4 .7

Nor can Japan call on its little firms to
provide the invigorating fillip of innova
tion such enterprises provide in the Unit
ed States. And with their lifetime employ
ment practices, Japan's big technology
based corporations rarely get a chance to
attract high-flying talent from outside.
Technological diffusion berweenvsrnall
firms and large corporations, and be
tween companies generally as engineers
swap jobs, is one of the more invigorating
forces for innovation in the United States,

Nor. also, is there an adequate way in
Japan for financing risky innovation out-

,
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The Status of the Space Station
Under the Technology Transfer Act of 1986

APR 8 1987

Concern has been expressed about the ownership and transfer
of technology that may be created during the use of the Space
Station~ In particular, there is a need to find ways to encourage
businesses in the United States to commercialize the technology
created during the operation of the Space Station. This commer
cialization would benefit not only individual firms but the global
competitiveness of the U.S. economy.

Treatment of the Space station as a government-operated federal
laboratory would make available a mechanism to resolve issues of
ownership of technology created during research aboard that
vehicle. This mechanism would be available if the Space Station
were construed as a federal laboratory within the meaning of
section 11 of the Technology Transfer Act of 1986, (P.L. 99-502),
(the "Act"). This Act provides rules under which government
operated federal laboratories, as distinguished from contractor
operated laboratories, may enter into cooperative arrangements
with other parties, including state and local governments,
foundations, universities and other nonprofit organizations and
private firms. Under these agreements employees of the laboratory
and employees of the other party may work together, with ownership
in any resulting inventions being distributed according to a
pre-existing agreement between the parties.

This paper consists of two parts. The first part examines
whether the Space Station might be treated as a federal laboratory
for purposes of section 11 of the Act. The second part discusses
in detail the advantages that recognition as a federal laboratory
might offer to the operation of the Space Station.

Would the Space Station be a Federal Laboratory Under the Act?

Section ll(d) (2) of the Act defines a government-operated federal
laboratory as "a facility or group of facilities owned, leased,
or otherwise used by a federal agency, a substantial purpose of
which is the performance of research, development, or engineering
by employees of the federal government". The legislative history
of the Act notes that "this is a broad definition which is intended
to include the widest possible range of research institutions
operated by the federal government". (Senate Report No. 99-283.)
The Space Station under current plans will almost certainly meet
this definition and qualify under section 11 of the Act as a
federal laboratory.
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The first criteria is that the Space Station must be "owned,
leased, or otherwise used by a federal agency"; that is, as
described in the Act's legislative history, the facility must be
"operated" by the federal government. In the case of the Space
Station, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA),
under current plans, will have borne a major share of the costs of
the development and construction of the facility, and will have
the primary responsibility for operating the facility once it is
successfully placed in earth orbit. Further, NASA will have the
responsibility for providing transportation to and from the Space
Station. NASA and other federal agencies will not only be operating
Space Station, however, they will be making use of it both directly
and through agreements with private firms and other governments.
Thus, the first criteria under the present concept of the Space
Station will be met.

The second criteria, that the Space Station must have the
substantial purpose of "the perfomance of research, development,
or engineering by employees of the Federal Government", is also
met. The exact nature of the activities that will o~cur aboard
the Space Station c.annot be predicted at this time, but "research,
development, or engineering" by federal employees will almost
certainly be a major part of those activities. Other activities
may occur on the vehicle, such as the conduct of research by
employees of private businesses or foreign governments, or limited
manufacture of products. As long as research, development, or
engineering by government employees remains a substantial purpose
of the Space Station, however, the authorities found in section 11
of the Act would remain available to the Space Station, as a
government-operated federal laboratory.

However, if the Space Station is placed under international
control, it will not be a federal laboratory. In such an instance,
we would have to assure that any patent rights clauses in any
international agreement would provide maximum rights of
commercialization to U.S. industry.

Authorities Available to the Space Station Under the Act

Assuming that the Space Station were deemed a federal laboratory
under the Act, the path would be opened for the transfer of
technology created aboard the vehicle to U.S. firms. These firms
would have the opportunity to commercialize these inventions, thus
benefitting the individual U.S. companies, and indeed the
competitiveness of the entire U.S. economy in the global market
place.

Inventions by Government Employees Absent a Cooperative Agreement

Inventions created aboard the Space Station might be either the
product of federal employees working alone, or the product of
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federal employees working together with scientists employed by a
collaborating organization, such as employees of businesses,
universities, state and local governments, or even of foreign
businesses. If the invention were the product solely of federal
employees who are not working under a cooperative agreement ~ith
a non-federal organization, the u.s. government would own any
resulting patents, and would be free to license those patents on
an exclusive basis to U.S: firms. In such a situation, section 13
of the Act provides that royalties earned by the invention would
be retained by the federal agency whose laboratory made the
invention. After payment of 15 percent of those royalties to the
inventors, NASA could give the balance of the royalties to the
Space Station, but must under any circumstances give it more than
half with the remainder divided among other NASA laboratories.
That is, the Space Station would receive at least the majority
share of any royalties earned from inventions made solely by
federal employees while aboard the Space Station. At the same
time, the technology would have been transferred through the
licensing process to a u.S. firm that would enjoy the benefits of
its commercialization of the product.

Inventions Made by a Government Employee Under
a Cooperative Agreement

Inventions made aboard the Space Station might also be the product
of a collaborative effort between federal employees and employees
of other organizations, entered into under cooperative research
and development agreements under the Act. The official designated
as "laboratory director" for the Space Station will be authorized
under section ll(a) (1) of the Act to enter into agreements for the
conduct of cooperative research and development aboard the Space
Station with state and local governments, foreign and domestic
businesses, public and private foundations, nonprofit organizations
including universities, and other persons. As part of these
agreements, under section 11(b) (1) of the Act, the Space Station
would be permitted to accept funds, personnel, services, and
property from collaborating parties, and in turn, to provide
personnel, services, facilities, equipment or property, but not
funds, to the collaborating parties. _Further, under section
ll(b) (2) and (3) of the Act, the director would be permitted to
grant in advance to a collaborating party patent licenses or
ownership to any resulting inventions made in whole or part by a
federal employee under the agreement. Under these licenses,
royalties would be paid to NASA by the collaborator in accord with
section 13 of the Act. As explained above, the majority share or
more of the royalties would thus return to the Space Station,
where the funds could be used to pay for further research. The
U.S. government, however, would retain a non-exclusive license to
any inventions for its own use. This would provide the
collaborating U.S. organizations the exclusivity needed to
commercialize the invention.
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In sum, in the context of the Space Station, a wide range of
possible cooperative research activities might occur involving
federal employees and employees of other organizations. For
example, cooperative agreements might cover research aboard the
Space Station between federal employees and employees of a U.S.
corporation, university or other domestic organization, or research
conducted only by employees of a domestic organization, where the
facilities and/or equipment were provided by the U.S. government.
By entering into a cooperative agreement under the, Act, the U.S.
government could assure that any resulting technology would be
licensed or owned by a U.S. corporation. The U. S. government
could agree to grant a royalty-bearing license, or ownership, for
any inventions made by a federal employee under section 11(b) (2)
or (3). This, would permit the U. S. organization to take commercial
advantage of any patents resulting from inventions made in the
course of the research aboard the Space Station. In this way, the
benefits of the research would go to the U.S. economy. At the
same time, 'the Space Station would be the recipient of royalties
earned by the licenses pursuant to section 13 of the Act.

The Act provides special rules for those circumstances in which a
federal laboratory might agree to a cooperative research and and
development venture with a foreign firm or firms, where employees
of those firms would conduct joint research'with federal employees
aboard the Space Station. The Act, in section 11(c) (4) (B),
permits cooperative agreements with foreign firms, but requires
that the laboratories "give preference to business units located
in the United States which agree that products embodying inventions
made under the cooperative research and development agreement ...
will be manufactured in the United States". Further, the Act
requires that the laboratory director, before entering into an
agreement "in the case of any industrial organization or other
person subject to the control of a foreign company or government,
as appropriate, take into consideration whether or not such
foreign government permits United States agencies, organizations,
or other persons to enter into cooperative research and development
agreements and licensing agreements". Should the Space Station
decide to enter into cooperative research agreements with a
foreign corporation it should assure that any patent rights
clause in the agreement provide maximum rights of commerciali
zation to U.S. firms.

Technical Data

For your information the latest draft of the proposed Executive
Order on technology transfer requires agencies to delegate to its
Federal laboratories the right to negotiate in cooperative
agreements the disposition of intellectual property. As
intellectual property includes technical data, the Space Station
as a Federal laboratory could enter into a cooperative agreement
leaving ownership or an exclusive license to technical data with
anon-Federal entity.

r-
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Conclusions

(a) As Currently envisioned, the Space Station could be
a Federal Laboratory for purposes of the Technology
Transfer Act of 1986, as it falls within the
"laboratory" cirteria of the Act.

(b) As a Federal laboratory, the Space Station could
retain a significant portion of royalties generated by
inventions made by federal employees either under a
cooperative agreement with a non-Federal entity or made
in the laboratory independent of such an agreement.

(c) As a Federal laboratory Space Station, Federal
employees could receive up to 15% of royalties
generated by inventions they made.

(d) The Space Station as a Federal laboratory could
enter into cooperative agreements with non-Federal
entities and provide the non-Federal entity with either
ownership or an exclusive license of any inventions or
technical data resulting from the agreement.

(e) The Space Station as a Federal laboratory permits
cooperative agreements with foreign firms but requires
preference be given to U.S. firms. Further, before
entering into a cooperative agreement with a foreign firm
the Space Station must determine that the country of the
foreign firm accords equal treatment to U.S. firms
vis-a-vis cooperative R&D agreements, licensing require
ments, and access to the laboratories of the foreign
country.

(f) However, if the Space stat.ion is placed under
international control it would not be a Federal
laboratory under the Act. In such an instance the U.S.
should assure that any international agreement contains
intellectual property clauses (patents and technical
data) which provide maximum rights of commercialization
to U.S. industry.
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Why Developing ~ations Should Protect Intellectual Property

A strong case can be made that protection Of. intellectual property
is in the long term interest of developing countries. Although a
number of develioping countries currently have policies designed
to acquire theiir technology from developed countries in the
belief that ina?equate protection is in fact a positive step that
will eventually, produce their own technological self sufficiency
and increase th~ir international competitiveness. It is important

,that such coun~ries be made to understand that they are in fact
limiting their, own development by restricting technological
development to ithei r ability to exapproprpr iate foreign t echno
logies. Policiies of inadequate protection of intellectual
property c r e ate a domestic environment that does not provide
either incentives for development of indigenous R&D capability nor
does it provide iincentive for the necessary investment of technical
skills and cap~tal by large multinational research intensive
corporations. 'The absence of proper protection of intellectual
property often poupled with price controls that do not permit R&D
cost to be recoyered and requirements for technology sharing as a
basis for doing, business create an environment in which neither
foreign nor dom e s ti c industries can afford to innovate and
undertake r e sear ch and development. Such situations actually
lead to the i,tony of increased technological dependency on
developed count r Le s which are becoming increasingly unwilling to
remain passive in the face of massive increases in counterfeiting
and the product~on of inferior quality goods. Specific benefits
of a system o f adequate protection for intellectual property
follow: .

,

. Access to Technoloay
,

New products ~nd technology flow into countries which have
adequate protec~ion because the developers of the technology can
proceed wi t h o ut; concern for loss of their innovation. This
produces a mor e rapidly expanding economic base and enables the
country as a w~ole to take advantage of and utilize such techno
logies with resulting benefits to the economy, including agricul
tural, Lnd u s t n i a L, : and health and environmental benefits. For
example, count r i e s which do not allow adequate protection or
agricUltural cjhemicals create a system in which manufacturers
simply cannot .afford to produce the most modern and effective
pesticides sirtce without patent protection they cannot hope
to recover t.h e ijr investments.

Providing a Genieral Climate of Trust
i

with adequate protection for intellectual property the opportuni-
ties for pot entLel capital investment and development are enlarged
along all development lines. Growth of "state of the art manufac
turing" facili~ies and expansion of the manufacturing base occurs
when companies !feel that it is safe for them to manufacture their
newest lines 0f equipment without fear of loss of prioritary
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technology •

• Such a climate also provides the potential for a growth in
partnership and, joint ventures activities with developing cou n
tries. This kind of infusion of technology and expertise and
capital simply will not occur at an optimal level without adequate
protection.

Adequa~e protection for new technologies will increase and
encourage innovation. Absent such protection it is not possible
to recover R&D and other technology development costs which are
essential to long term growth. Protection of intellectual
property is based on the premise that progress of science depends
on protection of intellectual property rights which promote
technological advance, international competitiveness, and the
ability to keep pace in the world of rapid technological change.
As we continue to experience constantly evolving technology,
the ability to attract and develop new technologies leads to new
p r oduct s and new manufact ur ing processes that improve qual ity,
increase, innovation, and reduce protection costs •

• The ultimate aim of protection of intellectual property is to
promote technical, industrial and economic progress. The secrecy
wh ich must sur round act i vit ies absent property patent protection
interferes with the free flow of knowledge and technologies
essential for the innovative process.
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AS A TRADE ISSUE

Protecting patents, trademarks, and copyrights abroad has become
a vital trade policy issue as evidence of product piracy and
commerci al counterfei ting mounts. More and more innovators and
creators are discovering their products and technology being
copied and sold in the international marketplace in competi tion
wI t.h tre legitimate product. The laws of many countries do not
provide means for innovators and creators to acquire rights in
their intellectual creations or to protect the rights they have
obtained. The copied products, therefore, interfere with legi
timate trade flows. Industry calls such Copying "p i r acy " when it
involves copyrighted works like books, films, records and software,
and "counterfeitino· ....r h e n a nr o du c t be a r i n q a trademark is
involved. "Counterfei'i ting" also "can re an copying labels, graphics,
and trade dress (i. e. the appearance of the nonfunctional features
of a product). Using anothOe"r's invention, whether by producing a
product or using a process, is called infringement.

Intellectual property protection is particularly important for
the growth and dev eLo po en t. of industries pr o du cinq new products
that change rapidly because of intensive research and dev e.l o pne n t ,
Patents, trademarks, and copyrights provide the economic incentive
that spurs the research and development. They also spur the
cowpetition a:r:ong firms within a field. The ability of inventors,
authors, and producers to acquire rights in intellectual property
worldwide and the extent to which they can enforce those rights
have a profound effect on international trade and on investment.
Lack of ri gh ts or ineffective enforcement causes problems not
only in a country where the protection is lacking, but in the
home rc_~rket of the innovator or creator and in third country
r.ar ke t s , IiUproved intellectual property protection worldwide,
therefore, should be a major trade objective of every country
interested in improving its ind~strial base.

The actual revenue losses to innovators and c rea t o r s caused by
patent infringement, counterfeiting and piracy are impossible to
estimate•. 'I'e ch nol o qy itself has rn ade copying of most products in
large quantities simple. Shipping goods throughout the world is
easy. Those who copy have no incentive to keep permanent records
of their activities. \'lhat records there are deal with incidents
that are detected and estimates of the total problem are.. based on
those. For example, using a n sw e r s to questions on trademark
counterfei ting submitted to U. S. companies, the U. S. International
Trade CO:T;mission, in a recent report, estimated that $8 billion
inir.c:·~:e was lost in 1982 due to counterfeiting. The U. S. Cus t om s
S~rvic2 esti~ates the 2~~c211oss to u.S. businesses as closer to
$20 biJJ i c.n f~.-o~ t r e c er.e r k ccun t c r f c i t i n q, Nogovern..1Tlent e s t i n.e t e s
h ev e t.C:E:n c:oreof i0tent i;!frir:sc~ent orpiracy~

71",<= cost to::-;eveloFIng c,--~c:""<;:-:,iE:s also isirr.possible t o evaluate
in strict e ccr.crn i c teriOS. ::uch of the cost i nvol ve s thlat which
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never happened, i. e., the investment that was not made, the
research and develop.nent that did not take place, the university
graduate who did not remain at horne to use his knovLe dqe •. Tnat
which never h appe ne d , however, does mean that a country has fewer
businesses employing fewer people producing fewer goods. The
country remains dependent on foreign technology rather than
developing its own , The country's businesses are the f of.Lowe r s ,
not the leaders in the international marketplace. Its exports
are less competitive in the world market than those of other
countries unless they are low priced copies of foreign goods. If
the latter is the case, the exports .become. the subject of trade
restrictions in the n.er ke t s where intellectual property protection
is strong. Export earnings are less than they might be. Scarce
capital is used in unproductive v ay s , As the reputation of the
country suffers and the flow of Lnve s trr e n t ca pi t al and technology
decreases further. Educated nationals 00 to other countries to
use their hard won knowledge. -

It is important both to developed and developing countries to
solve the problems created by the lack of an adequate f r amewo r k
for the acquisition and protection of rights in intellectual
property. Solving the problem will require the combined efforts
of national governments and of industry. Governments must enact
effective laws protecting intellectual property rights. The
creators and innovators must use thcselaws. The laws themselves
should be harmonized in order to ensure that, in providing for
enforcement of exclusive rights in intellectual property, govern
ments don't establish barriers to trade in legitimate goods.
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Ifice of the S ~uv·ecretary

Office of the General Counsel
Washington. D.C. 20201

c/o National Institutes of Health
Westwood Building, Room 5A03
Bethesda, Maryland 20205
(301) 496-7056

January 26, 1984

Ms. Darcia Bracken
U. S. Department of Commerce
Room 4324
14th Street and Constitution Ave., N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20230

Re: Damon Collaborative Agreement

Dear Ms. Bracken:

This is in response to your .telephone request for a copy of the collaborative

research agreement between Damon Biotech, Inc., and the National Cancer

Institute. The two exhibits of the Agreement are not enclosed. Attachment A

is OMB Circular A-124. Attachment B contains trade secret information.

Sin~erelY yours f\ .

L~ / (.st-~~W
Leroy B. Randall
Chief, Patent Branch

Enclosure
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AGREEMENT

BETWEEN

DAMON BIOTECH, INC. AND THE NATIONAL CA~CER INSTITUTE
-,

i
t

~ ....s•.

WHEREAS Damon Biotech, Inc., 119 Fourth Avenue, Needjam He,ights, Massachusetts
02194, USA, (hereinafter designated as "Damon") has eveloped and is currently
sole owner, ,by virtue of patent rights and ownership of proprietary know-how,
of certain technology directed to the encapsulation f core materials, including
biological materials and living cells, within semiPelmeable membranes, to
methods' of producing such capsules, and to processes employing such capsules
(which technology as it presently exists and as it s all be developed or acquired
by Damon independently of this Agreement, shall hereinafter be designated as
"Encapsulation Technology"); and

_ WHEREAS the National Cancer Institute, a component o~ the United States Department
of Health and Human Services (DHHS), through its Division of Cancer Treatment
at the Frederick Cancer Research Facility, Frederick, MD 21701, (hereinafter
designated as "NCI") engages in cancer research; and

The activities conducted under t,hiS Agreement arj subject to the provisions
of Attachment A to Offi ce .of Management and Budget (O~lB) Ci rcul ar A-124,
which is attached hereto as Exhibit A, and by this reference made a part
hereof. \/ith respect to Exhibit A, the term "Contractor" wi 11 mean Damon
Biotech, Inc., and the term "Federal Agency" will mean the Department of
Health and Human Services.

1.

NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS AGREED BETWEEN DAMON AND NCI AS FOLLOWS:

WHEREAS the part ies des ire to engage ina joi nt devellopment program for the
application of the Encapsulation Technology to var-ious experimental projects in
the area of cancer research;

2. Damon and NC I \~ill engage in joi nt experi mentat i oin in the area of cancer
research using the Encapsulation Technology. , SU~h experimentation shall
be organi zed into di screte proj ect s each of whi c~1 is di rected toward
experime,ntation with and development of a "NEW ',P~ODUCT OR PROCESS." Each
project shall be conducted under the joint direc~lion of an appropriate
representative of each of Damon and NCI. The scope of each project and
particular alloca, t, ion of responsibil,ities bet.,leej the parties Wi.th,.respect
to each project "ill be more particularly specified in a written project
plan to be agreed upon by the parties. The NCI I ay at its option draft
the initial proposal for each such plan after co~sultation with Damon and
the final form thereof shall be subject to the a,!proval of both parties.
The first project plan is attached hereto as Exhibit B, and the signing of
thi s Agreement si gnifies the parties I approval 0 that p]an. Subsequent
project pl ans shall be deemed to have been adopt d by the parti es upon the
written approval thereof by any officer of Damon and the Associate Director,
Biological Response Modifiers Program (BRMP) on behalf of the NCI. The
attached initial plan and all plans vlhich are sub1sequently adopted may be '
modified upon the ,written approval of any officej of Damon and the Associate
Director, BRMP, on benal f of NCr.

. .' . . . .
, . .'
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To the extent permitted by the Freedom of Information Act , 5 U.S.C. 552,
NCI will disclose confidential trade secret information only: to employees,
agents and others under a contract with NCI to comply with NCI's obligations
hereunder pertaining to the use and confidentiality of such informat:ion
and to inventions arising hereunder. With respect: to any licensing agreement
which DHHS enters into pursuant to Paragraph J: of Attachment A, to Office of
Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-124 (attached hereto as Exhibit A),
NCI may disclose only so much confidential trade secret information asshall
be required for that purpose, and NCI agrees to inform Damon of what informa
tion it is disclosing at least 30 days prior to the disclosure. Notwith
standing the foregoing, NCI may not disclose to its licensee pursuant to
Paragraph j of Attachment A, to OMB Circular A-124, any of Damon's confi
dential trade secret information which is not developed under this Agreement,
or license any of the "Encapsulation Technology" as defined supra.
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If DHHS Freedom of Information Officials determine that the Freedom of
Information Act requires disclosure of any of the information identified
in this Section 4, other than disclosure of an invention which Oamon or the
DHHS may patent under this Agreement but has not filed therefor, Damon will
be notified in writing fifteen (15) working days prior to the disclosure.
The disclosure notification will include copies of the documents to be
disclosed. If DHHS Freedom of Information Officials determine that the
Freedom·of Information Act requires disclosure of information which would
identify or be essential to the use of an invention which Damon or the
DHHS may patent under this Agreement, but has not yet filed an application
therefor, such information shall be withheld from disclosure in accordance
with 35 U.S.C. 205 until a patent application has been filed.

Damon recognizes that one of the purposes to be achieved by this Agreement
is to create useful publications in the area of cancer research and agrees
to cooperate with NCI in facilitating such publications so long as they do
not result in the disclosure of Damon's confidential trade secret information.
Authorship should be determined by customary procedures related to individual
contributions. Unless a Damon employee coauthor (if any) has otherwise
approved the final text of such a publication, NCI agrees that if NCI or any
employee, agent or consultant of NCI proposes to publish any information
pertaining to the Encapsulation Technology or any activities hereunder or the
results thereof, NCI will cause the proposed publication to be submitted to

'Damon for review prior to publication. Damon agrees to determine within 30
days if said publication contains confidential trade secret information of
Damon as defined in Section 4, and NCI agrees to delete any such information
from the publication. This Agreement does not give Damon the right to delay
or prohibit pub1 ication other than as stated above. Notwithstanding the
foregoi ng, the pub1i cati on of any precl i nicalor cli ni ca1 data developed by
NCI in the course of testing a NEW PROOUCT OR PROCESS will not be prohibited
or delayed unless such publication would, as agreed by the parties, disclose
i.nformati on essenti a1 to a patentable invention. In that event, pub1i cat i on
of the data will be delayed no longer than is reasonably requi red for Damon
or DHHSto apply for a patent on such invention.

5. Each of Damon and NCI will ilaintain research records fully documenting its
respective activities hereunder, and will regularly exchange with the other
orally and in writing current information in its'possession or under its
control pertinent to the ongoing development of. the NEW PRODUCT OR PROCESS,
and shall collaborate and use its best efforts to advance development of
the NEW PRODUCT OR PROCI:SS. Without1imitation of the foregoing, each
party wi l l provide the other with a full written report of its activities
hereunder no less frequently than quarterly •. Nothing herein will require
the disclosure to NCI of information in Camon's possession as to which
Damon is under an obligation of confidentiality to a third party.

5. NCI will in connection with its activities hereunder inform Damon promptly
of any invention made by NCI's enployees, agent or consultants or jointly
by NCI and Damon employees, agents or consultants in performance of work
hereunder. The party entitled, under t.h i s Agreement, to hold title to an
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invention arising hereunder (see Sections 7-9), shall be responsible for
the preparation, filing and prosecution of each patent application relating
thereto, including the costs associated therewith, except as specified in
Section 8 below with respect to certain foreign counterpart patent applica
tions which Damon may file for and on behalf of the Government. NCI and
DHHS shall cooperate, as requested, in the preparation, filing and prose
cution of a patent application by Damon. If DHHS is preparing a patent
applica~ion, it will consult closely with Damon in advance of filing and
give due consideration to Damon's suggestions.

7. DHHS shall have title to an invention arising hereunder if (i) the only
named inventor or inventors are employees of NCI, or (ii) the invention is
a clone and/or the antibody produced therefrom which was produced at NCI
facilities, and the Encapsulation Technology is not claimed as a part
of the invention.

8. In order to receive any license under this section Damon must advise NCI
in writing, within 90 days after the date on which DHHS files for a United
States patent, that Damon intends to develop and commercialize the invention
which is the subject of the patent application. If the only named inventor
or inventors of an invention arising hereunder are employees of NCI (see
Section 7(i)), DHHS shall grant and does hereby grant at the time of execution
of this Agreement, an exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free license to Damon
,which shall expire on the earlier of five (5) years from the date of the
first commercial sale or use of the invention or eight (8) years from the
issuance date of a United States patent on the invention; provided that,
following that expiration Damon shall have, and is hereby granted, a world
wide royalty-free nonexclusive license that will terminate upon the expiration

,of the patent held by the Government claiming such invention. Each exclusive
license granted to Damon shall be subject to the reservation to the Govern
ment of (1) a right to use the invention for governmental purposes and to
grant others royalty-free licenses to use the invention for such governmental
purposes, and (2) the march-in and other "Federal Agency" rights set forth
in Exhibit A. If an invention arising hereunder is a clone, and/or the
antibody produced therefrom which was produced at NCI facilities and the
Encapsulation Technology is -not claimed as a part of the invention, (see
Section 7(;;)), DHHS shall grant and does hereby grant Damon a nonexclusive,
worl dwi de, royalty-free 1i cense for the 1He of the patent held by the
Government claiming such invention. Each license granted to Damon under
this section incorporates a right to sublicense, to make, use and sell the
invention '(and the subject matter of any patent held by the Government
claiming such invention).

Damon may file foreign counterpart patent applications at its own expense
for and on benal f of the United States Government, provided that Damon
informs the DHHS Patent Branch as to the countries in \~hich it intends to
seek patent protection, and the foreign counterpart patent applications
are filed within six (6) months after the filing date of the United States
patent application. It is understood and agreed that, with respect to all
foreign cou~terpart patent applications so filed, Damon shall be solely
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responsible for maintaining the foreign patent applications and any patents
that may issue thereon, including the payment of all fees and annuities,
and that Damon may abandbn any such patents and patent applications after
informing the DHHS Patent Branch of its intention to abandon not less than
thirty (3D) days prior to the date a response to an official action from
the patent examiner or an annuity payment is due, and offering the DHHS
the opportunity to assume the prosecution and/or maintenance. Damon agrees
that its use of such patent rights granted to it hereunder will benefit the
public interest. Damon will have control over and bear the costs of any
actions alleging infringement by third parties of such patents and actions
alleging that Damon's use of such patent infringes their rights. NCI and
DHHS agree to cooperate in Damon's conduct and settlement of any such
action.

9a. Except as provided in Section 7(ii), Damon shall have a first option to
title to a Subject Invention, as defined in Exhibit A, resulting from
the performance of work under this Agreement if the inventor was at the
time' of conception or actual reduction to practice of the Subject Invention,
an employee of, agent of, or under contract with Damon, as provided in
Exhibit A.

9b. Except as provided in ·Section 7(ii), DHHS agrees to execute a written
transfer and assignment to Damon of its right of title to each invention,
and to any patent held by DHHS on such an invention, made jointly by
employees of NCI and Damon in performance of work under this agreement.
The title held by Damon under such a transfer and assignment shall be
subject to all the applicable terms and conditions of Exhibit A.

9c. With respect to any invention arising hereunder in which Damon retains
title, DHHS shall have a nonexclusive, nontransferable, irrevocable, paid
up license to practice, or have practiced, the invention on behalf of the
United States throughout the world. DHHS hereby agrees to execute any
releases, waivers, assignments, or other instruments necessary to perfect
Damon's rights under Sections 9a. and 9b. of this Agreement.

lOa. To the extent that title to· physical materials, including, without limi
tation, clones, cultures or substances produced therefrom which result
from the experimentation and work to be. conducted hereunder, vests in the
United States Government, it is understood and agreed that: (i) the United
States Government shall have the right to use or authorize others to use.
such materials; and (ii) Damon shall have the nonexclusive right to make,·
use and sell such materials for its own account. Provision of materials
by the NCIto Damon for production shall not imply transfer of ownership of
such materials. Nothing in this Section 10 shall be construed to diminish
the rights of the parties under Sections 7, 8, 9a, 9b and 9c.

lOb. Physical materials, including but not limited to clones, cultures or
substances, produced by or for the U.S. Government pri or to, ori ndependent
of this agreement shall remain the property of the U.S. Government. Speci
fically, if such an HHS derived clone or its product, even if it is not
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described as an invention, becomes an integral part of an invention the
title to which accrues to Damon as a result of this Agreement, HHS will
retain unimpaired ability to further develop alternative options with such
clone or product for any other purpose and'with any other organization.
Access to such materials by Damon shall be governed by standard Government
regulations for disposition of Government property. Any previous agreements
that the Government has in place relative to title, possession or use of
these materials shall remain in place. NCI agrees to inform Damon in
advance of any restrictions relating to such materials which would limit
Damon's proposed use of the materials.

11. NCI and Damon warrant that they will conduct their respective activities
hereunder in strict compliance with this Agreement so that no third party
rights in any invention arising hereunder are created except as described
herein.

12a. Each party will be responsible for its own compi iance with all laws,
requi rements of Government agencies, and use of due care, and wi 11 bear
its own expenses in the conduct of experiments hereunder.

12b. NCI's Institutional Review Board for clinical research will review all
information related to the safety and efficacy of each product prior to
administration of the product to any patient in the course of this Agreement.

12c. At NCI's request, Damon will provide NCI with analytical, chemical and
other data related to the product provided by Damon hereunder. NCI will
use this data to determine the safety and efficacy of the product for
clinical use. If impurities are present in the product preparation which
are caused by the use of Encapsulation Technology and which prevent the
use of the product in patients, Damon will use its best efforts to remove
such impurities. , If such removal is not accomplished satisfactorily, the
project involved may be discontinued at the option of NCI.

13. This Agreement will be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the succes
sors and assigns of Damon. ,NCI may not assign this Agreement or any of
its rights hereunder, or delegate any of its duties hereunder, without the
prior written consent of Damon.

14. This Agreement and the license herein granted to NCI shall remain in effect
for one (l)·Year from the date set forth,be10w and thereafter until either
party terminates it by giving the other no less than thirty (30) days'
prior written notice of termination. The rights and obligations of the
parties with respect to maintaining the confidentiality of Damon's trade
secret i nformat t on, and wi th respect to patentable dl scoveri es and pnys i cal
materi al s resul t i ng from experiments hereunder commenced pri or to t ermi nat ion
of this Agreement,wi11 survive such termination; specifically, NC: may
complete the testing, preclinical and clinical, of such discoveries and
materials, with Damon cooperating as necessary in tha" completion, and NeI's
a~d Damon's rights to use such discoveries and materials in such preclinical
and clinical trials as set forth in this Agreement will not be restricted
by such termination.
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15. Neither this Agreement nor any term or provision hereof may be waived in
whole or in part except by a written instrument signed by one of Damon's
officers and the Director, Division of Cancer Treatment, on behalf of NCI,
expressly stating that it is intended to operate as a waiver or modification
of this Agreement. If, any term or provision of this Agreement shall be
invalid or unenforceable to any extent or in any application, then the
remainder of this Agreement, and such term or provision, except to such
extent or in such application, shall not be affected thereby,' and each and
every term and provision of this Agreement shall be valid and enforced to
the fullest extent and in the broadest application permitted by l,aw.
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